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Body and Soul

John Harvey

From the master of British Crime Writing comes
Frank Elder’s last case. The heavy manacles around the
girl’s wrists, perhaps not surprisingly, looked very much like
the ones that had been found on the studio floor. For a
moment, she had a vision of the chain to which they were
attached being swung through the air, taking on force and
speed before striking home.Then swung again. When his
estranged daughter Katherine appears on his doorstep, ex-
Detective Frank Elder knows that something is wrong.
Katherine has long been troubled, and Elder has always felt
powerless to help her. But now Katherine has begun to self-
destruct. The breakdown of her affair with a controversial
artist has sent her into a tailspin which culminates in murder.
And as Elder struggles to protect his daughter and prove
her innocence, the terrors of the past threaten them both
once more ... 'An expertly plotted and moving final act for
an old-school investigator of the best sort, from a true
master of the genre' Guardian Books of the Month 'This is
wonderfully atmospheric crime writing – a tribute to Harvey’s
exceptional talent' Daily Mail 'The 79-year-old Harvey has
made it clear that Body & Soul is his last novel, and what an
excellent farewell it is …. Elder and Resnick are both greats
of British crime fiction.' - The Times Book of the Month ‘Few
writers have even approached Harvey’s grasp of
atmosphere which, mingled with some sharpish social
comment and utterly believable characters, makes them a
must read’ - Crime Review ‘Sadly, this is Harvey’s last book
after a 40-year crime writing masterclass.’ - Peterborough
Telegraph
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Dare to Dream

Izzy Judd

Izzy Judd shares the story of her and her husband
Harry's fertility journey in this honest and heartfelt memoir.
'All I ever wanted was to be a mum - I couldn't wait and it felt
as though my time was so close. But the months started to
tick by, with each one ending in disappointment and
frustration. And then the inevitable panic started to set in ...'
Having been told by doctors that, due to Izzy's polycystic
ovarian syndrome, they would have difficulty conceiving -
and after two years of trying - Izzy and Harry turned to IVF.
Izzy's aim, drawing on her own experience, is to break
through some of the taboos surrounding miscarriage, IVF
and fertility issues. This brutally honest and deeply personal
account will acknowledge the struggles that so many
couples go through but will ultimately focus on the positive,
life-changing and remarkable results that IVF can yield. One
in seven couples in the UK have difficulty conceiving and
although many babies are now born through IVF, there is
still a sense of awkwardness around the subject. Izzy hopes
that this book will be a companion to those going through
similar challenges to those she has experienced. As she
herself says, 'No couple should have to go through it alone
and in silence.'
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Girl On Fire: (DC Max Wolfe)
DC MAX WOLFE
Tony Parsons

ALMOST HOME. BUT NOWHERE TO HIDE.
From the number one bestselling crime-writer comes a
brilliant, page-turning new DC Max Wolfe thriller.
'Remarkably moving' The Times When terrorists use a
drone to bring down a plane on one of London's busiest
shopping centres, it ignites a chain of events that will draw
in the innocent and guilty alike. DC Max Wolfe finds himself
caught in the crossfire in a city that seems increasingly
dangerous and hostile. But does the danger come from the
murderous criminals that Max is tracking down? Or the
people he's trying to protect? Or does the real threat to Max
lie closer to home? 'Tony Parsons puts you right there in
every scene he writes. I love that kind of storytelling and I’m
a D.C. Max Wolfe fan.' James Patterson 'A relentless plot,
evocative prose and compelling characters conspire to
make this a must-read.' Jeffery Deaver 'I've long been a fan
of Tony Parsons' writing, and this is brilliant stuff.' Peter
James ‘Spectacular! Tense and human, fast and authentic’
Lee Child 'Great plotting, great characters and at least two
eye-widening twists I didn't see coming’ Sophie Hannah
'Simply superb plot and characters’ Peterborough Evening
Telegraph
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Highballs For Breakfast

P G Wodehouse

'A splendid anthology' The Times No writer knew
better than PG Wodehouse how a drink can lift the spirits –
and he was a master at the high comic effects of having a
few too many. Highballs for Breakfast is a handpicked
selection of wit, wisdom and comic moments from
Wodehouse’s work that involve getting pickled or plastered,
or lathered or sozzled, and getting in and out of all manner
of scrapes. If some great writers dwelled on the darker side
of drinking, Wodehouse was concerned with the pure
pleasure to be had from ‘the magic bottle’ and getting
outside of the contents of a tall glass. His imperishable
writing displays a well-turned appreciation for all kinds of
booze – cocktails, champagne, port, whiskey and brandy
(with soda, of course); but also the humble pint, and even
the infamous poteen. This sparkling collection captures
Wodehouse at his best on being terribly thirsty, or drowning
one’s sorrows, or knocking one back for Dutch courage. It
finds him celebrating the special atmospheres of the English
country pub and the Manhattan barroom. And it shows him
to be exceptionally good on hangovers, but equally so on
hangover cures, such as the legendary pick-me-ups
prepared for Bertie Wooster by the dependable Jeeves. For
all lovers of a laugh and a drink, Highballs for Breakfast is a
tonic, a bracer, and a tissue-restorer.
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The 7 Second CV: How to Land the Interview

James Reed

Write a killer CV and land your dream job. It takes
an employer just seven seconds to save or reject a job
applicant’s CV. In this book, James Reed – chairman of
REED, Britain’s largest recruitment company – offers
invaluable and specific advice on what employers want to
see in the CVs they receive and how you can stand out
from the crowd. Unlike other career development books, the
honest advice presented here has been compiled from one-
to-one interviews, surveys and countrywide workshops
across REED’s network of recruitment consultants. This
book is an accessible and enjoyable read, intensely
practical and packed with pull-out quotes, layout examples
and tips. Find out what future employers are looking for and
take the first step to start loving Mondays again.
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A Daughter's Shame

Audrey Reimann

‘You’ll have to sit with the orphans,’ she said. ‘On
the bottom table.’ Lily pulled her coat tight. ‘I’m not an
orphan. I have a Mam.’ ‘But you haven’t got a dad. Never
did have one.’ Growing up in Macclesfield, a town whose
cotton and silk industries were hit hard by the war, poor Lily
Stanway never got to know her father. Neither can she
understand the tensions and ties between her mother and
the members of two Macclesfield families, the Hammonds
and the Chancellors. But when she falls for a man she
shouldn’t and finds herself in trouble, many family secrets
start to unravel…Random House Canada UK Distribution
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Adventures in the Anthropocene : A Journey to the Heart
of the Planet we Made (Patterns of Life)
PATTERNS OF THE PLANET
Gaia Vince

**Winner of Royal Society Winton Prize for
Science Books 2015** "This is an underreported area of
science and a truly original story. We were all humbled by
Vince's commitment to this book - she quit her job and spent
800 days on the global road to gather her evidence. She
has captured the issue of the day in a way that is ultimately
empowering without ever being complacent." Ian Stewart,
Chair of judges, Royal Society Winton Prize for Science
Books 2015 We live in epoch-making times. Literally. The
changes we humans have made in recent decades have
altered our world beyond anything it has experienced in its
4.5 billion-year history -- we have become a force on a par
with earth-shattering asteroids and planet-cloaking
volcanoes. As a result, our planet is said to be crossing a
geological boundary -- from the Holocene into the
Anthropocene, or Age of Man. Gaia Vince decided to quit
her job at science journal Nature , and travel the world at the
start of this new age to explore what all these changes
really mean -- especially for the people living on the frontline
of the planet we’ve made. She found ordinary people
solving severe crises in ingenious, effective ways. Take the
retired railway worker who’s building artificial glaciers in the
Himalayas, for example, or the Peruvian painting mountains
white to retain snowfall. Meet the villagers in India using
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Ambulance Girls At War

Deborah Burrows

Young Maisie Halliday has escaped the grinding
poverty of the northern town where she was born to live in
the glittering world of professional dancing. At the outbreak
of the Second World War, she volunteers as an ambulance
driver, finding joy both in helping the wounded during the
Blitz and also in her friends among the other drivers in the
Bloomsbury Auxiliary Ambulance Depot. Maisie is at the
Cafe de Paris nightclub when it is bombed. In the chaos,
she attempts to help an injured man, and by this charitable
act she becomes mixed up in what may well be a murder. A
series of incidents, all connected to a handsome, arrogant
American, throw Maisie's life into a dangerous spin. Is
anything what it seems in wartime? With one serious
misjudgement, Maisie risks losing everything she holds
dear...
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Doctor Who: Scratchman
DOCTOR WHO
Tom Baker, James Goss

What are you afraid of? In his first-ever Doctor
Who novel, Tom Baker’s incredible imagination is given free
rein. A story so epic it was originally intended for the big
screen, Scratchman is a gripping, white-knuckle thriller
almost forty years in the making. The Doctor, Harry and
Sarah Jane Smith arrive at a remote Scottish island, when
their holiday is cut short by the appearance of strange
creatures – hideous scarecrows, who are preying on the
local population. The islanders are living in fear, and the
Doctor vows to save them all. But it doesn’t go to plan – the
time travellers have fallen into a trap, and Scratchman is
coming for them. With the fate of the universe hanging in
the balance, the Doctor must battle an ancient force from
another dimension, one who claims to be the Devil.
Scratchman wants to know what the Doctor is most afraid
of. And the Doctor’s worst nightmares are coming out to
play…
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For The Immortal

Emily Hauser

'Offers a fresh and feminist take' Madeline Miller,
bestselling author of Circe Thousands of years ago, two
remarkable women found themselves swept up in one of
the greatest legends of all . . . and discovered the price that
must be paid for immortality. Desperate to save her dying
brother, Admete persuades her father, the king of Tiryns, to
allow her to accompany Hercules on one of his celebrated
twelve labours. They travel to the land of the Amazons in the
hopes of finding a cure – but their arrival causes tension
with the infamous female warriors. Hippolyta, the revered
queen of the tribe, sees their presence as a threat – both to
her people, but also to the long-guarded secret she has
been keeping from them. As battle lines are drawn between
the Greeks and the Amazons, Admete and Hippolyta soon
learn the inevitable truth – that in war, sacrifices must be
made; especially if they are to protect the ones they love
most . . . PRAISE FOR EMILY HAUSER: 'Hauser recreates
one of the oldest tales in Greek myth with great skill and
panache.' The Times 'Once in a while something comes
along that's so utterly right, so necessary for now, that you
wonder why nobody thought of it before. Emily Hauser's
stunning debut novel . . . brings ancient Troy wildly,
raucously, passionately alive.' Manda Scott, bestselling
author of Boudica and Into the Fire 'A delight from start to
finish. Hauser's fresh perspective on one of the great
archetypal epics, in focusing on the marginalised women's
stories, makes for fascinating reading . . . a clever premise
and thoroughly enjoyable.' Elizabeth Fremantle, author of
Sisters of Treason 'Kept me utterly absorbed. Here is a
heroine to cheer for, and a book to cherish.' Margot Livesey,
author of The House on Fortune Street 'Beautifully
descriptive . . . drawing the reader into a lost world of gods
and heroes.' Glyn Iliffe, author of King of Ithaca
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Hearts And Minds: The Untold Story of the Great
Pilgrimage and How Women Won the Vote

Jane Robinson

'A history book that should be read by all' - Stylist.
'Inspiring and moving' - Observer Set against the colourful
background of the entire campaign for women to win the
vote, Hearts and Minds tells the remarkable and inspiring
story of the suffragists' march on London. 1913: the last
long summer before the war. The country is gripped by
suffragette fever. These impassioned crusaders have their
admirers; some agree with their aims if not their forceful
methods, while others are aghast at the thought of giving
any female a vote. Meanwhile, hundreds of women are
stepping out on to the streets of Britain. They are the
suffragists: non-militant campaigners for the vote, on an
astonishing six-week protest march they call the Great
Pilgrimage. Rich and poor, young and old, they defy
convention, risking jobs, family relationships and even their
lives to persuade the country to listen to them. This is a
story of ordinary people effecting extraordinary change. By
turns dangerous, exhausting and exhilarating, the Great
Pilgrimage transformed the personal and political lives of
women in Britain for ever. Jane Robinson has drawn from
diaries, letters and unpublished accounts to tell the inside
story of the march, against the colourful background of the
entire suffrage campaign. Fresh and original, full of vivid
detail and moments of high drama, Hearts and Minds is both
funny and incredibly moving, important and wonderfully
entertaining.
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Help

Simon Amstell

COMEDY, TRAGEDY, THERAPY. Simon Amstell
did his first stand-up gig at the age of thirteen. His parents
had just divorced and puberty was confusing. Trying to be
funny solved everything. HELP is the hilarious and
heartbreaking account of Simon’s ongoing compulsion to
reveal his entire self on stage. To tell the truth so it can’t hurt
him any more. Loneliness, anxiety, depression – this book
has it all. And more. From a complicated childhood in Essex
to an Ayahuasca-led epiphany in the Amazon rainforest, this
story will make you laugh, cry and then feel happier than
you’ve ever been.Random House Canada UK Distribution
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The House of Hopes and Dreams

Trisha Ashley

This novel from the Sunday Times bestselling
Trisha Ashley will more than satisfy romantic comedy fans.
And it also contains recipes! When Carey Revell
unexpectedly becomes the heir to Mossby, his family’s
ancestral home, it’s rather a mixed blessing. The house is
large but rundown and comes with a pair of resentful
relatives who can’t be asked to leave. Still, newly dumped
by his girlfriend and also from his job as a TV interior
designer, Carey needs somewhere to lick his wounds. And
Mossby would be perfect for a renovation show. He already
knows someone who could restore the stained glass
windows in the older part of the house… Angel Arrowsmith
has spent the last ten years happily working and living with
her artist mentor and partner. But suddenly bereaved, she
finds herself heartbroken, without a home or a livelihood.
Life will never be the same again – until old friend Carey
Revell comes to the rescue. They move in to Mossby with
high hopes. But the house has a secret at its heart: an old
legend concerning one of the famous windows. Will all their
dreams for happiness be shattered? Or can Carey and
Angel find a way to make this house a home? Heart-
warming, witty and quirkily original, Trisha Ashley's THE
HOUSE OF HOPES AND DREAMS will delight both old
fans and new readers alike.
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The Little Teashop of Lost and Found

Trisha Ashley

Alice Rose is a foundling, discovered on the
Yorkshire moors above Haworth as a baby. Adopted but
then later rejected again by a horrid step-mother, Alice
struggles to find a place where she belongs. Only baking –
the scent of cinnamon and citrus and the feel of butter and
flour between her fingers – brings a comforting sense of
home. So it seems natural that when she finally decides to
return to Haworth, Alice turns to baking again, taking over a
run-down little teashop and working to set up an afternoon
tea emporium. Luckily she soon makes friends – including a
Grecian god-like neighbour – who help her both set up
home and try to solve the mystery of who she is. There are
one or two last twists in the dark fairytale of Alice’s life to
come . . . but can she find her happily ever after?
Wonderfully wry, heart-warming and life-affirming, Trisha
Ashley's hilarious novel is perfect for fans of romantic
comedies. And it contains recipes!
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A Mother's Love

Katie Flynn

***ORDER NOW*** THE BRAND NEW NOVEL FROM
BESTSELLING AUTHOR KATIE FLYNN. The perfect gift for
Mother's Day. Set in Liverpool during the Second World
War, this is a tale of love, loss, and the strength of one
young woman who overcomes the odds.
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My Coney Island Baby

Billy O'Callaghan

On a bitterly cold winter’s afternoon, Michael and
Caitlin escape their unhappy marriages to keep an illicit
rendez-vous. Once a month, for the past quarter of a
century, Coney Island has been their haven. These
precious, hidden hours are their only nourishment. But now,
amid the howling of an angry snowstorm, the shut-down,
out-of-season resort feels like the edge of the world. And
their lives, suddenly, are on the brink – with news of serious
illness on one side, and a move to the Midwest on the
other. And so, after half a lifetime spent in secret, certain
long-avoided facts need to be faced, consequences
examined, decisions made, and – perhaps – chances finally
taken. A quiet, intense drama of late-flowering intimacy, My
Coney Island Baby condenses, within the course of a single
day, the histories, landscapes, tragedies and moments of
wonder that constitute the lives of two people who, although
born worlds apart, have been drawn together. O’Callaghan,
a masterful prose stylist, has created a devastatingly
powerful novel about two unforgettable characters and the
choices they have made. This is a book full of sorrow, but
also radiant with beauty, longing and breathless desire.
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My Coney Island Baby

Billy O'Callaghan

On a bitterly cold winter’s afternoon, Michael and
Caitlin escape their unhappy marriages to keep an illicit
rendez-vous. Once a month, for the past quarter of a
century, Coney Island has been their haven. These
precious, hidden hours are their only nourishment. But now,
amid the howling of an angry snowstorm, the shut-down,
out-of-season resort feels like the edge of the world. And
their lives, suddenly, are on the brink – with news of serious
illness on one side, and a move to the Midwest on the
other. And so, after half a lifetime spent in secret, certain
long-avoided facts need to be faced, consequences
examined, decisions made, and – perhaps – chances finally
taken. A quiet, intense drama of late-flowering intimacy, My
Coney Island Baby condenses, within the course of a single
day, the histories, landscapes, tragedies and moments of
wonder that constitute the lives of two people who, although
born worlds apart, have been drawn together. O’Callaghan,
a masterful prose stylist, has created a devastatingly
powerful novel about two unforgettable characters and the
choices they have made. This is a book full of sorrow, but
also radiant with beauty, longing and breathless desire.
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My Mother, the Psychopath: Growing up in the shadow of
a monster

Olivia Rayne

The disturbing true story of a psychopathic mother
by the daughter who      surv iv ed the terror, perfect for fans
of Talking with Psychopaths, Tortured and We Need to Talk
About Kev inWhat do you do when the person you’re meant
to trust the most in the world is the one trying to destroy
you?   ‘When people met her they thought how lovely she
was, this attractive woman with a beautiful laugh. But she
was one person in public and another behind closed doors.
Who would she be today? The loving mother? The trusted
teacher? The monster destroying my life?’   Olivia has been
afraid ever since she can remember. Out of sight, she was
subjected to cruelty and humiliation at the hands of the one
person who should have loved and protected her at all times
– her mother, Josephine.   While appearing completely
normal to the outside world, Josephine displayed all the
signs of being a psychopath – unbeknown to her daughter
until adulthood – and Olivia grew up feeling scared,
worthless and exploited. Even when she found the courage
to cut ties, her mother found new ways to manipulate and
deceive, attempting to destroy her life with a vicious
campaign of abuse.   Now Olivia has come to terms with her
past and gives a fascinating, harrowing and deeply
unsettling insight into what it’s like growing up with a
psychopathic parent.
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On a Turning Tide
Cliffehaven
Ellie Dean

************** PRE-ORDER NOW: THE SIXTEENTH
CLIFFEHAVEN NOVEL BY SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR ELLIE DEAN A fabulous, heart-
warming Second World War novel in Ellie Dean's bestselling
Cliffehaven series (previously called the Beach View
Boarding House series).
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The Origin of Species: (Patterns of Life)
PATTERNS OF THE PLANET
Charles Darwin

PATTERNS OF THE PLANET: SPECIAL
EDITIONS OF THE BEST POPULAR SCIENCE BOOKS
When the eminent naturalist Charles Darwin returned from
South America on board the H.M.S Beagle in 1836, he
brought with him the notes and evidence which would form
the basis of his landmark theory of evolution of species by a
process of natural selection. This theory, published as The
Origin of Species in 1859, is the basis of modern biology
and the concept of biodiversity. It also sparked a fierce
scientific, religious and philosophical debate which still
continues today.Random House Canada UK Distribution
528 pages
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A Place to Call Home

Val Wood

A young family has to relocate from the
countryside to Hull, looking for work. They find somewhere
to live in the industrial part of the city, full of glue and
tanning factories, paint manufacturers and back-to-back
housing along the river - the sky is filled with acrid smoke.
For young wife and mother Ellen, it's the complete opposite
of what she's used to . . . but at least here her husband finds
a job in a seed-crushing mill to support them and their small
children. But there are many others in search of a home too
- in the late nineteenth century many refugees were
escaping from Poland and Germany, landing in Hull and
either settling there or moving on to other cities or ships
bound for America. Ellen befriends one family and offers
them shelter . . . Everyone is looking for a place to call
home. Val Wood's wonderful historical sagas are perfect for
readers of Dilly Court, Maggie Hope and Rosie Goodwin.
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Professor Chandra Follows His Bliss

Rajeev Balasubramanyam

Follow the completely infuriating, utterly charming
Professor Chandra as he tries to answer the biggest
question of all: What makes us happy? “Professor Chandra
is as acerbic and unbending a curmudgeon as one could
wish to find scowling from the pages of a novel. Brilliant,
pompous, and baffled by the world outside his Cambridge
study, Chandra is forced on a reluctant quest to America to
find himself and his family. Professor Chandra Follows His
Bliss is searingly funny, uplifting, and wonderful.”—Helen
Simonson, New York Times bestselling author of Major
Pettigrew’s Last Stand and The Summer Before the War
Professor Chandra is an internationally renowned
economist, divorced father of three (quite frankly baffling)
children, recent victim of a bicycle hit-and-run—but so much
more than the sum of his parts. In the moments after the
accident, Professor Chandra doesn’t see his life flash before
his eyes but his life’s work. He’s just narrowly missed the
Nobel Prize (again), and even though he knows he should
get straight back to his pie charts, his doctor has other
ideas. All this work. All this success. All this stress. It’s killing
him. He needs to take a break, start enjoying himself. In
short, says his doctor, he should follow his bliss. Professor
Chandra doesn’t know it yet, but he’s about to embark on
the journey of a lifetime.Advance praise for Professor
Chandra Follows His Bliss“There’s a long tradition of trying
(and failing) to describe the spiritual search and the ineffable
mystery without sounding like a pretentious snob or a sappy
Pollyanna. Professor Chandra Follows His Bliss manages to
pull it off. The book tackles perennially difficult and deep
questions with humor and humanity, beautiful writing, and a
page-turning story line. I gave myself over to Professor
Chandra’s journey as he opens himself to self-examination,
family healing, and a more courageous experience of being
alive.”—Elizabeth Lesser, New York Times bestselling
author of Broken Open and co-founder, Omega Institute “I
loved this beautiful, beautiful book. It’s tender and
compassionate, it’s written with exquisite care and verve,
and it’s so so so funny.”—Marian Keyes, internationally
bestselling author of Angels and Last Chance Saloon  “A
smart, funny, generous story about an eminent Indian
economist who comes of age, finally, at seventy . . . comic
and heartfelt, bracing and moving.”—Susan Rieger, author
of The Heirs

Random House Canada UK Distribution
288 pages

9781784742546
Paperback | $25.00
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Professor Chandra Follows His Bliss

Rajeev Balasubramanyam

Follow the completely infuriating, utterly charming
Professor Chandra as he tries to answer the biggest
question of all: What makes us happy? “Professor Chandra
is as acerbic and unbending a curmudgeon as one could
wish to find scowling from the pages of a novel. Brilliant,
pompous, and baffled by the world outside his Cambridge
study, Chandra is forced on a reluctant quest to America to
find himself and his family. Professor Chandra Follows His
Bliss is searingly funny, uplifting, and wonderful.”—Helen
Simonson, New York Times bestselling author of Major
Pettigrew’s Last Stand and The Summer Before the War
Professor Chandra is an internationally renowned
economist, divorced father of three (quite frankly baffling)
children, recent victim of a bicycle hit-and-run—but so much
more than the sum of his parts. In the moments after the
accident, Professor Chandra doesn’t see his life flash before
his eyes but his life’s work. He’s just narrowly missed the
Nobel Prize (again), and even though he knows he should
get straight back to his pie charts, his doctor has other
ideas. All this work. All this success. All this stress. It’s killing
him. He needs to take a break, start enjoying himself. In
short, says his doctor, he should follow his bliss. Professor
Chandra doesn’t know it yet, but he’s about to embark on
the journey of a lifetime.Advance praise for Professor
Chandra Follows His Bliss“There’s a long tradition of trying

Random House Canada UK Distribution
352 pages

9781784708375
Paperback | $35.99
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Six Facets Of Light

Ann Wroe

‘She’s a genius, I believe, because she lights up
every subject she touches.’ Hilary Mantel A Spectator Book
of the Year Goethe claimed to know what light was. Galileo
and Einstein both confessed they didn’t. On the essential
nature of light, and how it operates, the scientific jury is still
out. There is still time, therefore, to listen to painters and
poets on the subject. They, after all, spend their lives
pursuing light and trying to tie it down. Six Facets of Light is
a series of meditations on this most elusive and alluring
feature of human life. Set mostly on the Downs and
coastline of East Sussex, the most luminous part of
England, it interweaves a walker’s experiences of light in
Nature with the observations, jottings and thoughts of a
dozen writers and painters – and some scientists – who
have wrestled to define and understand light. From
Hopkins to Turner, Coleridge to Whitman, Fra Angelico to
Newton, Ravilious to Dante, the mystery of light is teased
out and pondered on. Some of the results are surprising.
By using mostly notebooks and sketchbooks, this book
becomes a portrait of the transitoriness, randomness,
swiftness, frustrations and quicksilver beauty that are the
essence of light. It is a work to be enjoyed, pondered over,
engaged with, provoked by; to be packed in the rucksack
of every walker heading for the sea or the hills, or to be
opened to bring that outside radiance within four dark town

Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages
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Starting Over

Jack Sheffield

Ragley, 1952. Lily has just arrived, ready to begin
her first year as a teacher at the village school. There to
welcome her is John Pruett, who, after his years in the war,
has settled into the role of headmaster. Tom, the local
bobby, is also on hand to make her feel at home up north.
But Lily has a secret lurking in her past that threatens the
new life she’s trying to build. Can she move forward and
begin to love again? In his new novel, Jack Sheffield invites
you to travel back in time. Back to the days when owninga
television made you the envy of the neighbours,
Woolworth’s still had pride of place on thehigh street and
the village panto was the height of entertainment.
Random House Canada UK Distribution
336 pages

9781784704926
Paperback | $19.99
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Swansong

Kerry Andrew

In this stunningly assured, immersive and vividly
atmospheric first novel, a young woman comes face-to-face
with the volatile, haunted wilderness of the Scottish
Highlands. Polly Vaughan is trying to escape the ravaging
guilt of a disturbing incident in London by heading north to
the Scottish Highlands. As soon as she arrives, this spirited,
funny, alert young woman goes looking for drink, drugs and
sex – finding them all quickly, and unsatisfactorily, with the
barman in the only pub. She also finds a fresh kind of fear,
alone in this eerie, myth-drenched landscape. Increasingly
prone to visions or visitations – floating white shapes in the
waters of the loch or in the woods – she is terrified and
fascinated by a man she came across in the forest on her
first evening, apparently tearing apart a bird. Who is this
strange loner? And what is his sinister secret? Kerry
Andrew is a fresh new voice in British fiction; one that
comes from a deep understanding of the folk songs,
mythologies and oral traditions of these islands. Her
powerful metaphoric language gives Swansong a charged,
hallucinatory quality that is unique, uncanny and deeply
disquieting.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
480 pages

9781787330818
Paperback | $21.99
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Vertigo & Ghost

Fiona Benson

*SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2018 FORWARD
PRIZE* Violence hangs over this book like an electric storm.
Beginning with a poem about the teenage dawning of
sexuality, Vertigo & Ghost pitches quickly into a long
sequence of graphic, stunning pieces about Zeus as a serial
rapist, for whom woman are prey and sex is weaponised.
These are frank, brilliant, devastating poems of vulnerability
and rage, and as Zeus is confronted with aggressions both
personal and historical, his house comes crumbling down. A
disturbing contemporary world is exposed, in which violent
acts against women continue to be perpetrated on a daily –
hourly – basis. The book shifts, in its second half, to an
intimate and lyrical document of depression and family life.
It sounds out the complex and ambivalent terrain of early
motherhood – its anxieties and claustrophobias as well as
its gifts of tenderness and love – reclaiming the sanctuary of
domestic private life, and the right to raise children in peace
and safety. Vertigo & Ghost is an important, necessary
book, hugely impressive in its range and risk, and dramatic
in its currency: a collection that speaks out with clarity,
grace and bravery against the abuse of power.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
112 pages

9780099555278
Paperback | $22.99
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White King: The Tragedy of Charles I

Leanda de Lisle

Less than forty years after the golden age of
Elizabeth I, England was at war with itself. The bloody,
devastating civil wars set family against family, friend
against friend. At the head of this disintegrating kingdom
was Charles I. His rule would change the face of the
monarchy for ever. Charles I’s reign is one of the most
dramatic in history, yet Charles the man remains elusive.
Too often he is recalled as weak and stupid, his wife,
Henrietta Maria, as spoilt and silly: the cause of his ruin. In
this portrait -- informed by newly disclosed manuscripts,
including letters between the king and his queen -- Leanda
de Lisle uncovers a Charles I who was principled and brave,
but also fatally blinkered. He is revealed as a complex man
who pays the price for bringing radical change; Henrietta
Maria as a warrior queen and political player as impressive
as any Tudor. Here too are the cousins who befriended and
betrayed them: the peacocking Henry Holland, whose
brother engineered the king’s fall; and the magnetic ‘last
Boleyn girl’, Lucy Carlisle. This is a tragic story for our times,
of populist politicians and religious war, of a new media and
the reshaping of nations, in which women vied with men for
power. For Charles it ended on the scaffold. Condemned as
a traitor and murderer, he was also heralded as a martyr:
his reign destined to sow the seeds of democracy across
Britain and the New World.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
432 pages

9781784708078
Paperback | $22.99
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Writer's Luck: A Memoir: 1976-1991

David Lodge

David Lodge’s frank and illuminating memoir
about the years where he found great success as a novelist
and critic. Luck plays an important part in the careers of
writers. In this book David Lodge explores how his work was
inspired and affected by unpredictable events in his life. In
1976 Lodge was pursuing a ‘twin-track career’ as novelist
and academic. As a literary critic, he made serious
contributions to the subject, before carnivalising it in his
comic-satiric novel Small World. The balancing act between
his two professions was increasingly difficult to maintain,
and he became a full-time writer just before he published
his bestselling novel Nice Work. Both books were shortlisted
for the Booker Prize, in which he was later involved as
Chairman of the judges. Readers of Lodge’s novels will be
fascinated by the insights this book gives – not only into his
professional career but also more personal experience. The
main focus, however, is on writing as a vocation. Anyone
who is interested in learning about the creative process,
about the dual nature of the novel as both work of art and
commodity, will find Writer’s Luck a candid and entertaining
guide.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
496 pages

9781787533424
CD Audio | $53.95
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The Daniel Defoe BBC Radio Drama Collection :
Robinson Crusoe, Moll Flanders & A Journal of the
Plague Year

Daniel Defoe, Philip Palmer

Imaginative dramatisations of the works of
Daniel Defoe, bringing his characters to life for
modern listeners. This collection will include:
Robinson Crusoe and his Farther Adventures -
Defoe's most famous adventure story and its lesser-
known sequel, woven together to form an
imaginative two-part drama. Crusoe and his
companions are barricaded in the Siberian woods,
and under attack from the Tartars, who are closing in
as the night progresses. To allay his companions'
fears as they huddle round their crackling campfire,
Crusoe recounts stories of his many adventures, and
life on his beloved island. Starring Tim McInnerney
as Crusoe. Moll Flanders - Daniel Defoe finds
inspiration for a new book when he meets Elizabeth
Atkins in Newgate gaol. She tells him her stranger-
than-fiction story: of how she was born in prison to a
petty thief and how she loved and bargained her way
from rags to riches, from prostitution in the streets of
London to prosperity on a Virginia plantation, and
then lost it all again. Defoe interprets it all in his
characteristic manner, blending fact with fiction, and
re-inventing his interlocutor as the lusty and
resourceful Moll Flanders. Starring Ben Miles as
Defoe and Jessica Hynes as Elizabeth Atkins. A
Journal of the Plague Year - Defoe is writing his
fictional 'journal' of the Great Plague of 1665, but he
soon comes to be haunted by the people he is
conjuring. Starring Ben Miles as Defoe. This exciting
new collection of reinvented tales will also include
two bonus programmes about Daniel Defoe himself:
Defoe: Merchant, Writer, Convict, Spy by Phlip
Palmer - A biographical drama about Defoe’s life,
starring Ben Miles as Defoe and Niamh Cusack as
his wife Mary. Defoe: The Facts and Fictions - A
documentary by Mark Lawson, exploring the far-
reaching influence of Daniel Defoe.

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781787534261
CD Audio | $53.95
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Doctor Who: Scratchman: 4th Doctor Novel
DOCTOR WHO
Tom Baker, James Goss

A brand new novel featuring the Fourth Doctor, as
played on TV by Tom Baker. Duration: 6 hours
approx.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
9781787534315

CD Audio | $86.00
Fiction

Feb 26, 2019
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Doctor Who: Tenth Doctor Novels Volume 4: 10th
Doctor Novels
DOCTOR WHO
David Llewellyn, Danie Blythe, Christopher Cooper

Christopher Ryan, Georgia Moffett and
Will Thorp are the readers of these three original
stories featuring the Tenth Doctor, as played on TV
by David Tennant. Join the Doctor on these journeys
in Time and Space. In The Taking of Chelsea 426,
he visits a city-sized colony floating on the clouds of
Saturn, just as some familiar foes arrive: the
Sontarans. In Autonomy, an unspeakable terror is
lurking on Level Zero of Hyperville, the hi-tech, 24
hour entertainment complex, where the stage is set
for a battle with the Autons, In The Krillitane Storm,
the Doctor finds medieval Worcester threatened by
the legendary Devil’s Huntsman, in reality a menace
he has encountered before. The Taking of Chelsea
426 by David Llewellyn. Read by Christopher
RyanAutonomy by Daniel Blythe. Read by Georgia
MoffettThe Krillitane Storm by Christopher Cooper.
Read by Will Thorp Based on the hit BBC TV series.
Duration: 16 hours 20 mins approx. (P) BBC
Worldwide 2019(c) BBC Worldwide 2019 Text (c)
David Llewellyn 2009, Daniel Blythe 2009,
Christopher Cooper 2009 Doctor Who theme music
composed by Ron Grainer and arranged by Murray
Gold TARDIS sound effect composed by Brian

Random House Canada UK Distribution
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The Navy Lark: Volume 34: The classic BBC radio
sitcom

Lawrie Wyman

The 34th volume in the long running classic comedy
show scripted by Lawrie Wynman, and starring
Leslie Phillips, Jon Pertwee, and Stephen Murray.

Random House Canada UK Distribution 9781787532908
CD Audio | $56.95
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The Raj Quartet : The Jewel in the Crown, The Day
of the Scorpion, The Towers of Silence & A Divis ion
of the Spoils

Paul Scott, Anna Martin Maxwell, Prasanna
Puwanarajah

A full-cast adaptation of Paul Scott’s series
about the end of the British Raj in India. The story of
The Raj Quartet begins in 1942, with World War 2 at
its height and Gandhi’s call for the British rulers to
quit India. Against this tumultuous background the
story follows the British soldiers and civilians
stationed in India. When Daphne Manners arrives in
Mayapore, she meets two men who are to change
her life: Hari Kumar and Ronald Merrick. She begins
to fall for Hari, but Ronald Merrick - the local police
superintendent – becomes infatuated with her and
seethes with hatred for Hari.
Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781787533349
CD Audio | $22.99
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Doctor Who: The Elysian Blade
DOCTOR WHO
David Bishop

An original adventure for the Second Doctor and his
companions, Jamie and Victoria. Fleeing from the
rising tide on a distant planet, the Doctor and his
friends meet the survivors of a mysterious outfit that
wields the Blade of Longing and the Angel of
Forgetting. For Victoria, the chance to see her father
again proves too alluring to resist. But what terrible
price must she pay, along with anyone else who
makes a pact with Elysian Fields?

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781787534292
CD Audio | $42.95
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Doctor Who and the Sunmakers: 4th Doctor
Novelisation
DOCTOR WHO
Terrance Dicks

An unabridged reading of a classic
novelisation featuring the Fourth Doctor, as played
on TV by Tom Baker. Everyone knows that Pluto is a
barren, airless rock. So naturally the Doctor is
surprised when he discovers artificial suns and an
ultra-modern industrial city. What’s more, a group of
colonists is being worked — and taxed — to death in
this inhospitable and supposedly undeveloped part
of the Universe… With the help of his companion
Leela, and the faithful K9, the Doctor takes on the
mysterious and powerful Company, a ruthless
exploiter of planets and their people. Duration: 6
hours approx.

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781785298820
CD Audio | $53.95
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Hancock's Half Hour Collectibles : Volume 4

Roy Galton, Alan Simpson

The fourth and final volume of the Collectibles series,
featuring rare and re-mastered material starring Tony
Hancock, alongside Sid James, Bill Kerr, Hattie
Jacques and Kenneth Williams among others.
Hancock's Half Hour was broadcast on BBC Radio
from 1954 until 1959, and starred comedian Tony
Hancock as Anthony Aloysius St John Hancock, a
down-at-heel comedian living in East Cheam. The
series was influential in the development of the radio
sitcom.

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781787533448
CD Audio | $29.99
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The Silver Sword : A BBC Radio full-cast
dramatisation

Ian Serraillier

A BBC radio full-cast dramatisation of this
much-loved children’s classic. When the Germans
invade Poland in 1939, the Balicki family are
suddenly torn apart by war. The children head to
Switzerland with street urchin Jan, hoping to track
down their parents and clinging to the silver sword as
a symbol of hope. On the way, Ruth, Bronia, Edek
and Jan must avoid the Burgomaster, who hunts
Polish refugees. This moving account of their epic
journey brings to life the reality of a Europe laid
waste by war. Starring Sarah McDonald Hughes,
Stephen Hoyle and Hester Cox.
Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781787460058
Paperback | $16.99
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Dead Man's Gift and Other Stories

Simon Kernick

DEAD MAN'S GIFT MP Tim Horton arrives home
to find his seven year old son has been abducted by a
ruthless gang of kidnappers. All they have left behind is the
brutally murdered body of the Horton’s nanny. The gang’s
demands are simple: Tim must sacrifice his own life in order
to save his son’s. It’s the ultimate dead man’s gift … ONE
BY ONE Six former school-friends have been brought
together on a remote island. They haven’t all been in
contact since a fateful night twenty-one years ago, when
their friend Rachel was found dead. The man arrested for
her murder has now been acquitted, and the seven friends
fear for their own lives. But are they hiding from the right
person? Or have they fallen into a deadly trap? Plus three
more thrillers guaranteed to keep you gripped to the page

Random House Canada UK Distribution
416 pages

9781847940568
Paperback | $29.99
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The Dealmaker: My Life in Private Equity

Guy Hands, Jo Johnson

Random House Canada UK Distribution
288 pages
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The Dealmaker: My Life in Private Equity

Guy Hands

Random House Canada UK Distribution
288 pages

9781784705718
Paperback | $19.99
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If I Die Before I Wake

Emily Koch

HOW DO YOU SOLVE YOUR OWN MURDER?
Everyone believes Alex is in a coma, unlikely to ever wake
up. As his family debate withdrawing life support, and his
friends talk about how his girlfriend Bea needs to move on,
he can only listen. But Alex soon begins to suspect that the
accident that put him here wasn’t really an accident. Even
worse, the perpetrator is still out there and Alex is not the
only one in danger. As he goes over a series of clues from
his past, Alex must use his remaining senses to solve the
mystery of who tried to kill him, and try to protect those he
loves, before they decide to let him go. A stunning edge-of-
your-seat debut novel with an unforgettable narrator.
Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages

9781785152009
Hardcover | $27.99
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Rapthology

Jermaine Scott Sinclair

A revelatory work of non-fiction from one of the
most popular and influential musicians of today: part
autobiography, part guide to creativity and part cultural
history. What makes a song work? What element causes us
to stop, to listen, to listen again? Is it a melody? Is it a beat?
Is it the words that are sung, or spoken? Is it what they
speak to in us? Is it a combination of all of the above?
Wretch 32 is one of the most influential musicians at work in
Britain today. He is also a lyricist of unparalleled ability, and
an advocate of music as a tool to educate as well as to
entertain. In an age of unprecedented social and political
change, Wretch’s music stands as a medium of protest and
of progress, helping to explain and shape a new era.
Rapthology is an anthology of the songs that have shaped
Wretch, and our society, over the last thirty years, from
gospel music to dancehall anthems to the most innovative
emerging young voices. Step by step, Wretch explains what
each song means to him, why it matters and how it has
become so popular, and so powerful. In Rapthology,
Wretch also provides a lesson in lyric writing, taking us
through his own creative process, from the first flashes of
inspiration to final edits and improvisation. The result is a
groundbreaking autobiography, a guidebook to the music
that matters, and an insight into the artistic practises of one
of the most inspiring artists of a generation.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
400 pages

9781785152016
Paperback | $24.99
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Rapthology

Jermaine Scott Sinclair

A revelatory work of non-fiction from one of the
most popular and influential musicians of today: part
autobiography, part guide to creativity and part cultural
history. What makes a song work? What element causes us
to stop, to listen, to listen again? Is it a melody? Is it a beat?
Is it the words that are sung, or spoken? Is it what they
speak to in us? Is it a combination of all of the above?
Wretch 32 is one of the most influential musicians at work in
Britain today. He is also a lyricist of unparalleled ability, and
an advocate of music as a tool to educate as well as to
entertain. In an age of unprecedented social and political
change, Wretch’s music stands as a medium of protest and
of progress, helping to explain and shape a new era.
Rapthology is an anthology of the songs that have shaped
Wretch, and our society, over the last thirty years, from
gospel music to dancehall anthems to the most innovative
emerging young voices. Step by step, Wretch explains what
each song means to him, why it matters and how it has
become so popular, and so powerful. In Rapthology,
Wretch also provides a lesson in lyric writing, taking us
through his own creative process, from the first flashes of
inspiration to final edits and improvisation. The result is a
groundbreaking autobiography, a guidebook to the music
that matters, and an insight into the artistic practises of one
of the most inspiring artists of a generation.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
400 pages

9781784752576
Paperback | $16.99
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The Constant Heart

Dilly Court

Despite living by the side of the Thames, with its
noise, disease and dirt, eighteen-year-old Rosina May has
wanted for little in life. Until her father's feud with a fellow
bargeman threatens to destroy everything. To save them all,
Rosina agrees to marry Harry, the son of a wealthy
merchant. But a chance encounter with a handsome river
pirate has turned her head and she longs to meet him
again. When her father dies a broken man, Harry goes back
on his promise and turns Rosina out onto the streets. She is
forced to work the river herself, ferrying rubbish out of
London and living rough. In spite of her hardships, she
cannot forget her pirate and when tragedy threatens to
strike once more she is forced to make a choice. But is she
really prepared to risk everything for love?

Random House Canada UK Distribution
560 pages

9780099579434
Paperback | $16.99
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A Country Escape

Katie Fforde

A YEAR IN THE COUNTRY. A YEAR TO FALL IN
LOVE. The BRAND NEW deliciously romantic novel from
the Sunday Times Number One Bestselling Author of A
Summer At Sea and A Secret Garden. Fran has always
wanted to be a farmer, so how she ended up a chef in
London is anyone's guess. But her childhood dream is
about to come true. She has just moved in to a beautiful but
very run-down farm in the Cotswolds, currently owned by an
old aunt who has told Fran that if she manages to turn the
place around in a year, the farm will be hers. But Fran
knows nothing about farming. She might even be afraid of
cows. She's going to need a lot of help from her best friend
Issi, and also from her wealthy and very eligible neighbour -
who might just have his own reasons for being so
supportive. Is it the farm he is interested in? Or Fran
herself? Warm, funny and wonderfully romantic, this is Katie
Forde at her very best.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
400 pages

9781785941061
Paperback | $19.99
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Doctor Who and the Krikkitmen
DOCTOR WHO
Douglas Adams, James Goss

Rediscover the lost Doctor Who adventure by
Douglas Adams. Intergalactic war? That’s just not cricket …
or is it? The Doctor promised Romana the end of the
universe, so she’s less than impressed when what she gets
is a cricket match. But then the award ceremony is
interrupted by eleven figures in white uniforms and peaked
skull helmets, wielding bat-shaped weapons that fire lethal
bolts of light into the screaming crowd. The Krikkitmen are
back. Millions of years ago, the people of Krikkit learned
they were not alone in the universe, and promptly launched
a xenophobic crusade to wipe out all other life-forms. After a
long and bloody conflict, the Time Lords imprisoned Krikkit
within an envelope of Slow Time, a prison that could only
be opened with the Wicket Gate key, a device that
resembles – to human eyes, at least – an oversized set of
cricket stumps… From Earth to Gallifrey, from Bethselamin
to Devalin, from Krikkit to Mareeve II to the far edge of
infinity, the Doctor and Romana are tugged into a pan-
galactic conga with fate as they rush to stop the Krikkitmen
gaining all five pieces of the key. If they fail, the entire
cosmos faces a fiery retribution that will leave nothing but
ashes…
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Graceland

Bethan Roberts

What happens when your only son becomes The
King of Rock ‘n’ Roll? From the moment she first holds him,
after his twin brother is stillborn, Gladys Presley loves her
son Elvis ferociously. She will be his greatest influence, the
love of his life. She will be the one by his side, when Elvis is
a boy and his father is in the jail house; as the family move
from house to house, skirting poverty in Tupelo, Mississippi;
as Elvis’s obsession with music grows; as they move to
Memphis and he begins his whirlwind rise to never-seen-
before success… And he will love her back, even as his
heart is turned by the blues, clothes and girls. But while he
makes it big in Hollywood, brings audiences across the land
to their knees and achieves unimagined wealth and fame,
there is another story – of drinking and diet pills, loneliness
and loss. While the heat and music of the American South
in the 40s and 50s play in the background, a heartbreaking
portrait of a mother’s love and a son’s devotion takes centre
stage. When Elvis reaches the height of his power, he buys
his family the ultimate mansion on the hill, Graceland, where
he hopes his mother will be happy. The reality, though, is
very different, and Elvis finds that even kings must go on
alone.
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The Happy Cat Handbook

Pippa Mattinson, Lucy Easton

Whether you are thinking of getting a kitten,
already have a cat, or are considering adopting a rescue
moggy, this is the book for you! The chapters cover: breeds
and types, advice on rescuing versus buying, feeding,
training, sleeping and play, keeping your cat healthy,
grooming, the pros and cons of indoors and outdoors cats,
caring for senior cats, dealing with destructive behaviour
and aggression, how to integrate a second cat and
troubleshooting tips for all-round happiness. With adorable
photos throughout, this wonderfully informative book
deserves a place in every cat owner's home.Random House Canada UK Distribution
208 pages

9780593074756
Hardcover | $42.95
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Kellanved's Reach : Path to Ascendancy Book 3

Ian C Esslemont

The incessant war between the bickering city
states of Quon Tali rages. So engrossed are the warring
lords and princes in their own petty feuds that few notice
that an upstart mage from Dal Hon has gained control of the
southern seas. But some powers are alarmed.And in the
meantime, as Purge and Tali indulge in what seems like a
their never-ending game of war, a mercenary caught up in
the fight between the two states suddenly refuses to play
along and causes all sorts of chaos. Simultaneously, a pair
of escapees from Castle Gris make their way across this
ravaged landscape of flame and butchery. Their intention to
seek out the legendary Crimson Guard. And then there's
Kellanved who could not care less about any of this petty
politicking or strategy or war. Something other and
altogether more mysterious has caught his attention and he
- together with a reluctant and decidedly sceptical Dancer -
traverse continents and journey through the Realms in
pursuit . . . But this ancient mystery that has so captivated
Kellanved is neither esoteric nor ephemeral. No, it is of an
altogether darker and more dangerous hue. It involves the
Elder races themselves, and more specifically - certainly
more alarmingly - the semi-mythic, and universally dreaded,
Army of Dust and Bone. Surely no one in their right mind
would be so foolish as to embark on a journey from which
none have returned? Well, no one except Kellanved that is .
. . Returning to the turbulent early history of what would
become the Malazan Empire, here is the third awesome
chapter in Ian C. Esslemont's new epic fantasy sequence.
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Kellanved's Reach : Path to Ascendancy Book 3

Ian C Esslemont

The incessant war between the bickering city
states of Quon Tali rages. So engrossed are the warring
lords and princes in their own petty feuds that few notice
that an upstart mage from Dal Hon has gained control of the
southern seas. But some powers are alarmed.And in the
meantime, as Purge and Tali indulge in what seems like a
their never-ending game of war, a mercenary caught up in
the fight between the two states suddenly refuses to play
along and causes all sorts of chaos. Simultaneously, a pair
of escapees from Castle Gris make their way across this
ravaged landscape of flame and butchery. Their intention to
seek out the legendary Crimson Guard. And then there's
Kellanved who could not care less about any of this petty
politicking or strategy or war. Something other and
altogether more mysterious has caught his attention and he
- together with a reluctant and decidedly sceptical Dancer -
traverse continents and journey through the Realms in
pursuit . . . But this ancient mystery that has so captivated
Kellanved is neither esoteric nor ephemeral. No, it is of an
altogether darker and more dangerous hue. It involves the
Elder races themselves, and more specifically - certainly
more alarmingly - the semi-mythic, and universally dreaded,
Army of Dust and Bone. Surely no one in their right mind
would be so foolish as to embark on a journey from which
none have returned? Well, no one except Kellanved that is .
. .Returning to the turbulent early history of what would
become the Malazan Empire, here is the third awesome
chapter in Ian C. Esslemont's new epic fantasy sequence.
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Light A Penny Candle

Maeve Binchy

Evacuated from Blitz-battered London, shy and
genteel Elizabeth White is sent to stay with the boisterous
O'Connors in Kilgarret, Ireland. It is the beginning of an
unshakeable bond between Elizabeth and Aisling O'Connor,
a friendship that will endure through twenty turbulent years
of change and chaos, joy and sorrow, soaring dreams and
searing betrayals... Writing with warmth, wit and great
compassion, Maeve Binchy tells a magnificent story of the
lives and loves of two women, bound together in a
friendship that nothing could tear asunder - not even the
man who threatened to come between them forever.Random House Canada UK Distribution
848 pages

9781784704520
Paperback | $19.99
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Monsieur Ka

Vesna Goldsworthy

‘Without quite realising that I would do it until it
happened, I raised myself on my toes and kissed his frozen
cheek. In Paris, it would have been an unremarkable
gesture. In Alexandria, an invitation. I still had no idea about
London.' The London winter of 1947. As cold as St
Petersburg during the Revolution. The Karenins keep their
vodka under the layers of snow in their suburban garden, in
bottles entombed like their Russian past. But when a young
Frenchwoman arrives to work as a companion to the aged
'Monsieur Ka' he begins to tell his story... Albertine is the
wife of a British army officer who is often abroad on covert
government business. Lonely, yet eager to work, she begins
to write Monsieur Ka’s life story a as a secret gift to him,
and even learns his mother tongue. To her ear it is like 'the
sound of falling snow'. As she is drawn into Ka’s dramatic
past, her own life is shaken to its foundations. For in this
family of former princes, there are present temptations which
could profoundly affect her future.
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On the Front Line with the Women Who Fight Back

Stacey Dooley

The Sunday Times Bestseller Put yourself in their
shoes. In 2007, Stacey Dooley was a twenty-something
working in fashion retail. She was selected to take part in
the BBC series Blood, Sweat and T-Shirts which saw her
live and work alongside Indian factory workers making
clothes for the UK High Street. This sparked her series of
hugely popular investigations, establishing her as one of
BBC3’s most celebrated presenters. Through the course of
her documentary making, Stacey has covered a variety of
topics, from sex trafficking in Cambodia, to Yazidi women
fighting back in Syria. At the core of her reporting are
incredible women in extraordinary and scarily ordinary
circumstances – from sex workers in Russia, to victims of
domestic violence in Honduras. In her first book, On the
Front Line with the Women Who Fight Back, Stacey draws
on her encounters with these brave and wonderful women,
using their experiences as a vehicle to explore issues at the
centre of female experience. From gender equality and
domestic violence, to sex trafficking and sexual identity,
Stacey weaves these global strands together in an
exploration of what it is to be women in the world today.
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Rags to Riches

Maggie Ford

In the 1920s, nobody is safe from scandal... Amy
Harrington leads a privileged life in 1920s London. Her
maid, Alice Jordan, lives in a very different world with her
East End family. But when a disgraced Amy is disowned by
her parents and fiance, she has no-one to turn to but Alice.
Lodging with Alice's welcoming working-class family in
Stepney, Amy hatches a plan to get revenge on her former
love - but unforeseen consequences see Alice swept into
the glittering society her mistress has lost. Meanwhile, Amy
becomes increasingly attracted to Tom, Alice's handsome
older brother. If Amy and Alice are to find happiness, they
must hope that love can conquer all - even class...
Random House Canada UK Distribution
400 pages

9781784755621
Paperback | $16.99
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The Secret Keeper

Susan Lewis

You never forget your first love. 18 years ago,
Olivia learned to live without Sean Kenyon. She moved on,
building a life with her husband Richmond and their two
children in the picturesque town Kesterley-on-Sea. But
when Sean unexpectedly appears on Olivia’s doorstep, her
world is turned upside down once more. As old feelings
resurface, and new truths come to light, Olivia finds herself
questioning everything. Is her husband really the person
she thought he was? The past and present collide, and
Olivia must uncover the truth before it’s too late. But if
everyone is keeping secrets, how will she know who to
trust?
Random House Canada UK Distribution
368 pages
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Seven Signs of Life: Stories from an Intensive Care Doctor

Aoife Abbey

Grief. Anger. Joy. Fear. Distraction. Disgust.
Hope. All emotions we expect to encounter over our lifetime.
But what if this was every day? And what if your ability to
manage them was the difference between life and death?
For a doctor in Intensive Care this is part of the job. Fear in
the eyes of a terminally ill patient who pleads with you to not
let them die. Grief when you make a potentially fatal
mistake. Disgust at caring for a convicted rapist. But there
are also moments of joy, like the rare bright spots of lucidity
for a dementia patient, or when the ward unexpectedly
breaks into song. Dr Aoife Abbey shows us what a doctor
sees of humanity as it comes through the revolving door of
the hospital and takes us beyond a purely medical
perspective. Told through seven emotions, Seven Signs of
Life is about what it means to be alive and how it feels to
care for a living.
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The Shadow Killer

Arnaldur Indridason

Reykjavík, August 1941. When a travelling sales
rep is found murdered in a Reykjavík flat, killed by a bullet
from a Colt 45, the police initially suspect a member of the
Allied occupation force.The British are in the process of
handing over to the Americans and the streets of Reykjavík
are crawling with servicemen whose relations with the local
women are a major cause for concern. Flóvent, Reykjavík’s
sole detective, is joined by the young military policeman
Thorson, the son of Icelandic emigrants to Canada. Their
investigation focuses on a family of German residents, the
retired doctor Rudolf Lunden and his estranged son Felix,
who is on the run, suspected of being a spy.Flóvent and
Thorson race to solve the case before US
Counterintelligence can take it out of their hands, amid
rumours of a pending visit by Churchill. But the plot thickens
as evidence emerges of dubious experiments carried out on
Icelandic schoolboys in the 1930s, while Thorson becomes
increasingly suspicious of the role played by the murdered
man’s former girlfriend, Vera, and her British soldier lover.
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State of Play : Under the Skin of the Modern Game

Michael Calvin

*** Award-winning author of The Nowhere Men,
Living on the Volcano and No Hunger in Paradise returns
with his magnum opus on the state of modern football ***
First he revealed the extraordinary lives of football scouts in
The Nowhere Men. Next he unearthed the pressures on
football managers in Living on the Volcano. Then he
chronicled the hardships of young players striving to make it
in No Hunger in Paradise. Now in State of Play, in what
marks the pinnacle of a career investigating the human
stories of football, award-winning writer Michael Calvin turns
his eye to the biggest story of all - the game itself. From
mental health to money, concussion to Champions league,
fan-owners to oligarchs, women's football to world cups,
Calvin gets under the skin of the beautiful game, and
reveals why it is truly the game of our lives. Based on
hundreds of hours of interviews with leading figures around
the world, from Arsene Wenger to Steven Gerrard, Calvin
reveals the winners, the losers, the politics, the pleasure,
the hope, and the despair of the world's most popular sport.
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Time Song: Searching for Doggerland

Julia Blackburn

Julia Blackburn has always collected things that
hold stories about the past, especially the very distant past:
mammoth bones, little shells that happen to be two million
years old, a flint shaped as a weapon long ago. Time Song
brings many such stories together as it tells of the creation,
the existence and the loss of a country now called
Doggerland, a huge and fertile area that once connected
the entire east coast of England with mainland Europe,
until it was finally submerged by rising sea levels around
5000 BC. Blackburn mixes fragments from her own life with
a series of eighteen ‘songs’ and all sorts of stories about
the places and the people she meets in her quest to get
closer to an understanding of Doggerland. She sees the
footprints of early humans fossilised in the soft mud of an
estuary alongside the scattered pockmarks made by rain
falling eight thousand years ago. She visits a cave where
the remnants of a Neanderthal meal have turned to stone.
In Denmark she sits beside Tollund Man who seems to be
about to wake from a dream, even though he has lain in a
peat bog since the start of the Iron Age. Time Song
reveals yet again, that Julia Blackburn is one of the most
original writers in Britain, with each of its pages bringing a
surprise, an epiphany, a phrase of such beauty and simple
profundity you can only gasp.
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Untitled Hornby 1

Emma Hornby

Gritty and page-turning historical saga set in Northern
England in the late 1800s, perfect for fans of Dilly Court and
Rosie Goodwin.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
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Written From the Heart

Ashley Limited Trisha

-- Previously published as 'Happy Endings' -- The witty,
weird and wonderful abound in this early novel by Sunday
Times bestselling author Trisha Ashley. Tina Devino is a
middling romance novelist who dreams of writing a
bestseller but is increasingly forced to compete with younger
(and blonder) debut authors for her publisher's and agent’s
attention. Feeling forgotten, Tina realises the only way up is
to take her career and destiny in hand and create her own
happy ending . . . But will she succeed?
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Bookworm: A Memoir of Childhood Reading

Lucy Mangan

'Passionate, witty, informed, and gloriously
opinionated' Jacqueline Wilson 'I felt like this was written just
for me, and I think everyone will feel this way' Jenny Colgan
'Beautiful and moving... It will kickstart a cascade of
nostalgia for countless people' Marian Keyes When Lucy
Mangan was little, stories were everything. They opened up
new worlds and cast light on all the complexities she
encountered in this one. She was whisked away to Narnia –
and Kirrin Island – and Wonderland. She ventured down
rabbit holes and womble burrows into midnight gardens and
chocolate factories. She wandered the countryside with
Milly-Molly-Mandy, and played by the tracks with the
Railway Children. With Charlotte’s Web she discovered
Death and with Judy Blume it was Boys. No wonder she
only left the house for her weekly trip to the library or to
spend her pocket money on amassing her own at home. In
Bookworm, Lucy revisits her childhood reading with wit, love
and gratitude. She relives our best-beloved books, their
extraordinary creators, and looks at the thousand subtle
ways they shape our lives. She also disinters a few
forgotten treasures to inspire the next generation of
bookworms and set them on their way. Lucy brings the
favourite characters of our collective childhoods back to life
– prompting endless re-readings, rediscoveries, and,
inevitably, fierce debate – and brilliantly uses them to tell
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Chasing the Ghost: My Search for all the Wild Flowers of
Britain

Peter Marren

Join renowned naturalist Peter Marren on an
exciting quest to see every species of wild plant native to
Britain. The mysterious Ghost Orchid blooms in near
darkness among rotting leaves on the forest floor. It blends
into the background to the point of invisibility, yet glows,
pale and ghostly. The ultimate grail of flower hunters, it has
been spotted only once in the past twenty-five years. Its few
flowers have a deathly pallor and are said to smell of over-
ripe bananas. Peter Marren has been a devoted flower
finder all his life. While the Ghost Orchid offers the toughest
challenge of any wild plant, there were fifty more British
species Peter had yet to see, having ticked off the first
1,400 rummaging in hedges, slipping down gullies and
peering in peat bogs. But he set himself the goal of finding
the remaining fifty in a single summer. As it turned out, the
wettest summer in years. This expert and emotional journey
takes Peter the length and the breadth of the British Isles,
from the dripping ancient woods of the New Forest to the
storm-lashed cliffs of Sutherland. He paddles in lakes,
clambers up cliffs in mist and rain, and walks several
hundred miles, but does he manage to find them all? Partly
about plants, partly autobiography, Chasing the Ghost is
also a reminder that to engage with wild flowers, all we
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The Child Left Behind

Gracie Hart

Can she find somewhere to call home? Victoria
Wild is only four years old but already knows about
heartbreak, having been abandoned by her unwed mother
when she was only a baby. Luckily her Aunt Eliza was there
to take her in but times are still hard on Pit Lane and while
Eliza does her best to make sure there is always food on
the table, Victoria bears the stigma of her illegitimacy. Her
aunt also fears the day when Victoria will start to ask about
her father… But even when Eliza is offered a chance to
make a better life for herself and her niece, there are
sacrifices to be made. And more trouble is around the
corner – in the form of Victoria’s mother, Mary-Anne Wild,
who is finally coming home not to be a proper mother to her
daughter but to exact her revenge on the man who ruined
her life… A gritty, heart-warming saga perfect for fans of
Dilly Court and Maggie Hope
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Courage of the Shipyard Girls: Shipyard Girls 6
The Shipyard Girls
Nancy Revell

THE SIXTH NOVEL IN THE HEART-WARMING SHIPYARD
GIRLS SERIES FROM THE SUNDAY
TIMESBESTSELLING AUTHOR, NANCY REVELL.
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Dead Men's Trousers

Irvine Welsh

*THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER* Mark
Renton is finally a success. An international jet-setter, he
now makes significant money managing DJs, but the
constant travel, airport lounges, soulless hotel rooms and
broken relationships have left him dissatisfied with his life.
He’s then rocked by a chance encounter with Frank Begbie,
from whom he’d been hiding for years after a terrible
betrayal and the resulting debt. But the psychotic Begbie
appears to have reinvented himself as a celebrated artist
and – much to Mark’s astonishment – doesn’t seem
interested in revenge. Sick Boy and Spud, who have
agendas of their own, are intrigued to learn that their old
friends are back in town, but when they enter the bleak
world of organ-harvesting, things start to go so badly wrong.
Lurching from crisis to crisis, the four men circle each other,
driven by their personal histories and addictions, confused,
angry – so desperate that even Hibs winning the Scottish
Cup doesn’t really help. One of these four will not survive to
the end of this book. Which one of them is wearing Dead
Men’s Trousers? Fast and furious, scabrously funny and
weirdly moving, this is a spectacular return of the crew from
Trainspotting.
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The Girl Who Came From Rags

Gracie Hart
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Ground Work: Writings on People and Places

Tim Dee

We are living in the anthropocene – an epoch
where everything is being determined by the activities of just
one soft-skinned, warm-blooded, short-lived, pedestrian
species. How best to make our way through the ruins that
we have made? This anthology of commissioned work tries
to answer this as it explores new and enduring cultural
landscapes, in a celebration of local distinctiveness that
includes new work from some of our finest writers. We have
memories of childhood homes from Adam Thorpe, Marina
Warner and Sean O’Brien; we journey with John Burnside
to the Arizona desert, with Hugh Brody to the Canadian
Arctic; going from Tessa Hadley’s hymn to her London
garden to caving in the Mendips with Sean Borodale to
shell-collecting on a Suffolk beach with Julia Blackburn.
Helen Macdonald, in her remarkable piece on growing up in
a 50-acre walled estate, reflects on our failed stewardship of
the planet: ‘I take stock.’ she says, ‘During this sixth
extinction, we who may not have time to do anything else
must write now what we can, to take stock.’ This is an
important, necessary book.
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In Your Defence: Stories of Life and Law

Sarah Langford

I loved this book. It made my heart sing. Written
by a woman in the law with compassion, wit and legal know-
how, these true life courtroom stories tell it like it is. -
Helena Kennedy QC Sarah Langford is a barrister. Her job
is to stand in court representing the mad and the bad, the
vulnerable, the heartbroken and the hopeful. She must
become their voice: weave their story around the black and
white of the law and tell it to the courtroom. These stories
may not make headlines but they will change the lives of
ordinary people in extraordinary ways. They are stories
which, but for a twist of luck, might have been yours. To
work at the Bar is to enter a world shrouded by strange
clothing, archaic rituals and inaccessible language. So how
does it feel to be an instrument of such an unknowable
system? And what does it mean to be at its mercy? Our
legal system promises us justice, impartiality and fair
judgement. Does it, or can it, deliver this? With remarkable
candour, Sarah describes eleven cases which reveal what
goes on in our criminal and family courts. She examines
how she feels as she defends the person standing in the
dock. She tells compelling stories - of domestic fall out,
everyday burglary, sexual indiscretion, and children caught
up in the law – that are sometimes shocking and often
heart-stopping. She shows us how our attitudes and actions
can shape not only the outcome of a case, but the legal
system itself.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
384 pages

9780552174008
Paperback | $16.99

Fiction
Jun 25, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Lancelot

Giles Kristian

Conn Iggulden has called it 'a masterpiece' while
The Times has hailed it 'a gorgeous, rich retelling of the
Arthurian tale' . . . The legions of Rome are a fading
memory. Enemies stalk the fringes of Britain. And Uther
Pendragon is dying. Into this fractured and uncertain world
the boy is cast, a refugee from fire, murder and betrayal. An
outsider whose only companions are a hateful hawk and
memories of the lost. Yet he is gifted, and under the
watchful eyes of Merlin and the Lady Nimue he will hone
his talents and begin his journey to manhood. He will meet
Guinevere, a wild, proud and beautiful girl, herself outcast
because of her gift. And he will be dazzled by Arthur, a
warrior who carries the hopes of a people like fire in the
dark. But these are times of struggle and blood, when even
friendship and love seem doomed to fail. The gods are
vanishing beyond the reach of dreams. Treachery and
jealousy rule men’s hearts and the fate of Britain itself rests
on a sword’s edge.But the young renegade who left his
home in Benoic with just a hunting bird and dreams of
revenge is now a lord of war. He is a man loved and hated,
admired and feared. A man forsaken but not forgotten. He is
Lancelot. Set in a 5th century Britain besieged by invading
bands of Saxons and Franks, Irish and Picts, Giles
Kristian's epic new novel tells - in Lancelot's own words - the
story of the most revered yet reviled of all Arthur's knights,

Random House Canada UK Distribution
450 pages

9781847922502
Paperback | $31.99

History
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Maoism: A Global History

Julia Lovell

Since the heyday of Mao Zedong, there has never
been a more crucial time to understand Maosim. Although to
Western eyes it seems that China has long abandoned the
utopian turmoil of Maoism in favour of authoritarian
capitalism, Mao and his ideas remain central to the People’
Republic and the legitimacy of its communist government.
As disagreements and conflicts between China and the
West are likely to mount, the need to understand the political
legacy of Mao will only become more urgent. Yet during
Mao’s lifetime and beyond, the power and appeal of
Maoism has always extended beyond China. Across the
globe, Maoism was a crucial motor of the Cold War: it
shaped the course of the Vietnam War (and the international
youth rebellion it triggered) and brought to power the
murderous Khmer Rouge in Cambodia; it aided, and
sometimes handed victory to, anti-colonial resistance
movements in Africa; it inspired terrorism in Germany and
Italy, and wars and insurgencies in Peru, India and Nepal,
some of which are still with us today – more than forty years
after the death of Mao. In this new history, acclaimed
historian Julia Lovell revaluates Maoism, analysing both
China’s engagement with the movement and its legacy on a
global canvas. It’s a story that takes us from the tea
plantations of north India to the sierras of the Andes, from
Paris’s 5th Arrondissement to the fields of Tanzania, from

Random House Canada UK Distribution
448 pages
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History
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Maoism: A Global History

Julia Lovell

Since the heyday of Mao Zedong, there has never
been a more crucial time to understand Maosim. Although to
Western eyes it seems that China has long abandoned the
utopian turmoil of Maoism in favour of authoritarian
capitalism, Mao and his ideas remain central to the People’
Republic and the legitimacy of its communist government.
As disagreements and conflicts between China and the
West are likely to mount, the need to understand the political
legacy of Mao will only become more urgent. Yet during
Mao’s lifetime and beyond, the power and appeal of
Maoism has always extended beyond China. Across the
globe, Maoism was a crucial motor of the Cold War: it
shaped the course of the Vietnam War (and the international
youth rebellion it triggered) and brought to power the
murderous Khmer Rouge in Cambodia; it aided, and
sometimes handed victory to, anti-colonial resistance
movements in Africa; it inspired terrorism in Germany and
Italy, and wars and insurgencies in Peru, India and Nepal,
some of which are still with us today – more than forty years
after the death of Mao. In this new history, acclaimed
historian Julia Lovell revaluates Maoism, analysing both
China’s engagement with the movement and its legacy on a
global canvas. It’s a story that takes us from the tea
plantations of north India to the sierras of the Andes, from
Paris’s 5th Arrondissement to the fields of Tanzania, from
the rice paddies of Cambodia to the terraces of Brixton.
Starting from the movement’s birth in northwest China in the
1930s and unfolding right up to its present-day violent
rebirth, this is the definitive history of global Maoism.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
448 pages

9781784755256
Paperback | $16.99

Fiction
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

A Mother's Love

Katie Flynn

***ORDER NOW*** THE BRAND NEW NOVEL FROM
BESTSELLING AUTHOR KATIE FLYNN. The perfect gift for
Mother's Day. Set in Liverpool during the Second World
War, this is a tale of love, loss, and the strength of one
young woman who overcomes the odds.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
304 pages

9781785039539
Hardcover | $27.99

History
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

I Never Knew That About Coastal England

Christopher Winn

We all love to be beside the seaside! Be it the
crunch of the sand beneath your feet, or the promise of an
unexplored rock pool that draws you to the sea, prepare to
be whisked away by bestselling author Christopher Winn as
you delve into the charming tales of England's coastline.
Divided into eighteen chapters – one for each of the coastal
counties in the UK – this book will entertain and illuminate,
by casting new light on the many points of intrigue to be
explored along 3000 miles of spectacularly diverse and
historically rich English coast. Illustrated with beautiful
black-and-white line drawings, by Mai Osawa, this book
makes the perfect companion for any seaside outing. You’ll
find yourself exclaiming again and again – I never knew
that!

Random House Canada UK Distribution
272 pages

9780857503794
Paperback | $19.99

Fiction
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Passage to India: (Matthew Hervey 13)

Allan Mallinson

It is 1831, riots and rebellions are widespread . . .
In England, the new government is facing protests against
the attempts of the Tory-dominated House of Lords to
thwart the passing of the Reform Bill. In India, relations are
strained between the presidency of Madras and some of the
neighbouring princely states. Having taken command of the
action in Bristol to restore order after one of the bloodiest
and most destructive riots in the nation's history, Lieutenant-
Colonel Matthew Hervey is out of favour with the new
government. But then his old friend, Sir Eyre Somervile,
offers him a lifeline. Somervile has persuaded the Court of
Directors of the East India Company to approve an increase
in the Madras military establishment. Hervey and the 6th
Light Dragoons are sent to the princely state of Coorg. The
Rajah is in revolt against the East India Company’s terms
and Hervey’s regiment is called upon to crush the rebellion.
With the stakes raised by an unexpected visitation from his
past, for Hervey the question is whether he and his men will
get out of this brutal war unscathed?

Random House Canada UK Distribution
380 pages

9781785034220
Paperback | $16.99

Fiction
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Pet Shop at Pennycombe Bay

Sheila Norton

Jess is looking for a fresh start and facing an
uncertain future ... She takes refuge in the beautiful Devon
seaside town of Pennycombe but her confidence is at an all-
time low after losing her job. She's treading on eggshells
living with her cousin Ruth, who seems to be permanently
angry with her, and although she enjoys her new job at the
local pet shop, with boss Jim pondering retirement, it's soon
threatened with closure. But with faithful dog Prudence by
her side, Ruth decides it's time to overcome her shyness
and make a life for herself in Pennycombe. After
volunteering for Pets at Therapy she soon becomes more
involved with the local community and makes new friends,
including handsome Tom and his son Jacob. But her hopes
of romance are dashed when she sees Tom with a mystery
woman... Will Jess finally get her happy ending and feel at
home in Pennycombe?

Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages

9781780897547
Hardcover | $31.99

Fiction
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

A Rose Petal Summer

Katie Fforde

The brand new heart-warming romance from the
Sunday Times bestselling author of A Country Escape and
A Secret Garden. *** Caro Swanson has taken a job in a
remote part of Scotland. She’s answered an ad in The
Lady: being a companion to an elderly gentleman who lives
in a country estate could be perfect! Surely it is time to
make a change and do something different for a while? The
fact that she may also see Alec, the young man who she
met some years previously and who she has always
thought of as her ‘one who got away’, is of course purely
incidental. Soon Caro is falling in love - not only with Alec
but with the stunning house and grounds she is now living
in. But the estate is in financial difficulties. and it quickly
becomes apparent that there is only one way to rescue it.
So begins a magical romantic summer that will take Caro to
London to the south of France and back again to Scotland
in search of a classic lost perfume that might just restore all
their fortunes. Romance, humour, a cast of warm and totally
believable characters and the possibility of happy-ever-after
lie at the heart of Katie Fforde's wonderful new novel.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
400 pages

9781780897554
Paperback | $27.99

Fiction
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

A Rose Petal Summer

Katie Fforde

The brand new heart-warming romance from the
Sunday Times bestselling author of A Country Escape and
A Secret Garden. *** Caro Swanson has taken a job in a
remote part of Scotland. She’s answered an ad in The
Lady: being a companion to an elderly gentleman who lives
in a country estate could be perfect! Surely it is time to
make a change and do something different for a while? The
fact that she may also see Alec, the young man who she
met some years previously and who she has always
thought of as her ‘one who got away’, is of course purely
incidental. Soon Caro is falling in love - not only with Alec
but with the stunning house and grounds she is now living
in. But the estate is in financial difficulties. and it quickly
becomes apparent that there is only one way to rescue it.
So begins a magical romantic summer that will take Caro to
London to the south of France and back again to Scotland
in search of a classic lost perfume that might just restore all
their fortunes. Romance, humour, a cast of warm and totally
believable characters and the possibility of happy-ever-after
lie at the heart of Katie Fforde's wonderful new novel.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
400 pages

9781784163129
Paperback | $19.99

Fiction
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Silence Under A Stone

Norma MacMaster

‘I eke out my days here with care; spend them
carefully, one at a time, like pennies in this one little room
where all the straggles and strays of my life are gathered up
neat as a ball of wool; the eighty-three years of them drawn
taut to a single hard knot that weighs me down like a stone.’
From her bed in a Dublin nursing home, Harriet Campbell
reflects on the time, long ago, when the second greatest joy
in her life was her newborn son James; only her God had a
greater claim to her love. It is the 1920s in the shadowlands
south of the border. Harriet and her husband Thomas are
respected members of their strict Presbyterian
Congregation; indeed, Thomas has just been made an
Elder. But this is a changing Ireland, where the sway of the
Roman Catholic Church is at its height, and the community
is becoming increasingly isolated. Little does Harriet realise
that, as James grows up, she will be forced to choose
between faith and family. Written in startlingly beautiful
prose, Norma MacMaster’s Silence Under a Stone is an
intimate, deeply moving human story, where sometimes the
price of an unyielding faith is too great to bear.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
240 pages
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Fiction
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

One False Move

Robert Goddard

What value can be put on a human mind? How
Joe Roberts does what he does is a mystery. He has a
brain that seems able to outperform a computer. To a
games company like Venstrom that promises big profits if
his abilities can be properly exploited. So they send Nicole
Nevinson to track him down and make him an offer too
good to refuse. But Venstrom aren’t the only people
interested in Joe. His current boss, a shady businessman, is
already making serious money out of Joe’s talents and isn’
going to let him go without a fight. And then there are other
forces, with still darker intentions, who have their own plans
for him. Almost before she knows it, Nicole’s crossed an
invisible line into a world where the game being played has
rules she doesn’t understand and where no-one can help
her win. But win she must. Because the battle now isn’t just
for Joe’s mind, it’s for Nicole’s life.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
384 pages

9780593076385
Hardcover | $41.00
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Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

One False Move

Robert Goddard

What value can be put on a human mind? How
Joe Roberts does what he does is a mystery. He has a
brain that seems able to outperform a computer. To a
games company like Venstrom that promises big profits if
his abilities can be properly exploited. So they send Nicole
Nevinson to track him down and make him an offer too
good to refuse. But Venstrom aren’t the only people
interested in Joe. His current boss, a shady businessman, is
already making serious money out of Joe’s talents and isn’
going to let him go without a fight. And then there are other
forces, with still darker intentions, who have their own plans
for him. Almost before she knows it, Nicole’s crossed an
invisible line into a world where the game being played has
rules she doesn’t understand and where no-one can help
her win. But win she must. Because the battle now isn’t just
for Joe’s mind, it’s for Nicole’s life.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
384 pages

9781784701338
Paperback | $22.99

Music
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Voices: How a Great Singer Can Change Your Life

nick Coleman

One of Britain’s best writers on popular music
explores what it is that makes some singers’ voices
magically change your emotional state. Food. Shelter.
Warmth. Love. Voices. Other people’s voices, singing – the
fifth essential necessity of life. Nick Coleman’s new book is
an exploration of what singing means and how it works.
What does it do to us to listen hard and habitually to
somebody else’s singing? And why is the singing of others
so essential to human life? Why do we love it so? The book
asks many other questions too. What was Roy Orbison’s
problem? Who does Joni Mitchell think she is? Why did
Jagger and Lennon sing like that (and not like this)? What
did Aretha Franklin do to deserve the title ‘Queen of Soul’?
For that matter, what is 'soul’? What is the point of
crooning? What does it say about you if Frank Sinatra
leaves you cold? Billie, Janis, Amy: must the voices of
anguish always dissolve into spectacle? The history of post-
war popular music is traditionally told sociologically or in
terms of musicological influence and innovation in style.
Voices takes a different tack. In ten discrete but cohering
essays Coleman tackles the arc of that history as if it were
an emotional experience with real psychological
consequences – as chaotic, random, challenging and
unpredictable as life itself. It is the story of what it is to listen
and learn. Above all, it is a story of what it means to feel.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages

9781787330993
Paperback | $21.99

Poetry
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Words From the Wall

Adam Thorpe

These remarkable poems are despatches from
the edges of experience: from the remote coast of northern
Iceland where tree-trunks and dead whales lie beached, to
the furthest outposts of the Roman empire in the title poem
– ‘From the very limit of the world,/Flavius sends you
greetings, my lord.’ The collection is concerned with borders
and brinks – the liminal spaces where distinctions blur
between outer and inner, known and unknown, between
what is familiar and what is other. This is the terrain of the
displaced and deracinated but also the shimmering space
where all is volatile, mutable, in flux – and it is also, of
course, the thin, transparent veil between waking and sleep,
between life and death. Shadowed by mortality, lit by lyrical
grace, Words from the Wall includes poems about the killing
fields of Agincourt, Flanders, Vietnam and a memorial poem
to the victims of the 2015 Bataclan attack where the dead
are ‘stations of flame’, and it begins and ends at the
boundaries of the Roman territory, at the edge of life: ‘The
girls I laughed with once/in the baths’ atrium/are withered
and wattle-necked./I love them still…’

Random House Canada UK Distribution
80 pages

9781784704995
Paperback | $21.99

Medical
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Brainstorm: Detective Stories From the World of Neurology

Suzanne O'Sullivan

From the Wellcome Prize-winning author of It's All
in Your Head Brainstorm examines the stories of people
whose symptoms are so strange even their doctor struggles
to know how to solve them. A man who sees cartoon
characters running across the room; a teenager who one
day arrives home with inexplicably torn clothes; a girl whose
world turns all Alice in Wonderland; another who transforms
into a ragdoll whenever she even thinks about moving. The
brain is the most complex structure in the universe, and
neurologists must puzzle out life-changing diagnoses from
the tiniest of clues – it’s the ultimate in medical detective
work . In this riveting book, one of the UK’s leading
neurologists takes you with her as she follows the trail of her
patients’ symptoms: feelings of déjà vu lead us to a
damaged hippocampus; spitting and fidgeting to the right
temporal lobe; fear of movement to a brain tumour; a
missed heart beat to the limbic system. It’s a journey that
will open your eyes to the unfathomable intricacies of the
brain, and the infinite variety of human capacity and
experience. Praise for It's All in Your Head ‘As addictive as
a great box set, makes you rethink some of your closest
relationships and wonder about some of the people you
know best; and above all, like all truly great books, it is
about love and compassion’ Satnam Sanghera, The Times
‘Remarkable… It should be on the reading list of every
medical student’ P.D. Smith, Guardian ‘An extraordinary
book... an important one too’ Kathryn Hughes, Mail on
Sunday ‘Read this book’ British Medical Journal

Random House Canada UK Distribution
352 pages

9781847942210
Paperback | $16.99

Business &
Economics

May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Ethical Capitalist: How to Make Business Work Better
for Society

Julian Richer

*A Financial Times Book of the Month* ‘The
founder of Richer Sounds is one of the finest entrepreneurs
we have.’ Archie Norman, chairman of Marks & Spencer
Capitalism has lost its way. Every week brings fresh news
stories about businesses exploiting their staff, avoiding their
taxes, and ripping off their customers. Every week, public
anger at the system grows. Now, one of Britain’s foremost
entrepreneurs intervenes to make the case for putting
business back firmly in the service of society, and setting
out on a new path to a kinder, fairer form of capitalism.
Drawing on four decades of hands-on management
experience, the founder of Richer Sounds argues that
ethically run businesses are invariably more efficient, more
motivated and more innovative than those that care only
about the bottom line. He uncovers the simple tools that the
best leaders use to make their businesses fair, revealing
how others can follow suit. And he also delves into the big
questions that modern capitalism has to answer if it is to
survive and to thrive. When should – and shouldn’t – the
state intervene in the workings of commercial enterprises?
What does business as a whole owe back to the wider
community? Is the relationship between leaders of big
corporations and politicians too cosy, and, if so, what is to
be done about it? At heart, The Ethical Capitalist is a plea
for a new sense of moral purpose in business. If that takes
hold, Julian Richer believes, we might just save capitalism
from itself.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
192 pages

9780753553541
Hardcover | $42.95

Transportation
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Grease Junkie: A book of moving parts

Edd China

Show Edd China a rust bucket, and he'll see an
amphibious car. As Wheeler Dealers' star presenter, Edd
China regularly broadcast to 100m global viewers for 13
years, but he's first and foremost a hard-working mechanic,
designer and inventor, with a gift for making complicated
stuff easy and fixing almost anything. He's the car
equivalent of the Supervet. An unstoppable enthusiast from
an early age, Edd had 35 ongoing car projects housed in
multiple locations by the time he left uni. Now he's a man
with a road-legal sofa, office, shed, trolley and bathroom. All
his machines work and even break World Records. For a
dog chucker, rain machine and motorised wheelchair, refer
back to Channel 4's Father Ted, where Edd worked as
special effects technician. And to the delight of millions of
fans, he's back under the bonnet in his two new YouTube
shows: Edd China's Garage Revival and Built By Many. A
human volcano of ideas and the tools to make them happen,
Edd China is exhilarating company. Join him on his wild
vehicular adventures and get inside his engineering heroics.
He'll show you there's a first time for almost anything. Let
him take you out to his horizons - on the world's largest
motorised shopping trolley.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
256 pages

9781787461383
Paperback | $15.99

Fiction
Jun 25, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Liberty Girls

Fiona Ford

***THE SECOND NOVEL IN THE COMPELLING
LIBERTY GIRLS SERIES. Perfect for fans of Nancy Revell,
Elaine Everest, Nadine Dorries and Mr Selfridge. *** March,
1942: new mother Alice Milward is itching to return to her job
as a shop assistant at Liberty’s. Despite her husband still
being missing in action, Alice is determined to give baby
Arthur the best possible start. She soon settles back into the
rhythm of life on the shop floor, and the Liberty Girls rally to
help keep everything on an even keel. But when the
American GIs start swarming into London, there are more
complications to come. And each of the Liberty Girls has
their own impossible storm to weather. As they each fight
their battles on the home front, only their close friendship
will give them the strength they need to carry on.
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My Teenage Diary: Adolescent Musings from the Hit BBC
Radio 4 Series

Harriet Jaine

Ever wanted to pick the lock of a celebrity’s
teenage diary? My Teenage Diary is a Radio 4 comedy
show hosted by Rufus Hound featuring celebrities reading
and discussing extracts from their teenage diaries. Collected
together for the first time, these tear-stained, lipstick-
smudged, adolescent ramblings form the backbone of this
book, edited by series producer, Harriet Jaine. Featuring
diary extracts from Terry Wogan, Alex Horne, Robert
Peston, Rachel Johnson, Meera Syal, Sheila Hancock,
Robert Webb and many more, these diaries give us a
wealth of brilliant material - from the funny and ridiculous,
via the poignant, pretentious and philosophical, down to the
extremely embarrassing.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
224 pages
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Paperback | $21.99

Biography &
Autobiography

Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Rise Up: The #Merky Story So Far

Stormzy

THE #MERKY STORY SO FAR Words by Stormzy
Contributions by Team #Merky Images by Kaylum Dennis

Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages

9781784708016
Paperback | $19.99

Biography &
Autobiography
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Rosie: Scenes from a Vanished Life

Rose Tremain

*The Sunday Times Top Ten Bestseller* Rose
Tremain grew up in post-war London, a city of grey
austerity, still partly in ruins, where both food and affection
were fiercely rationed. The girl known then as ‘Rosie’ and
her sister Jo spent their days longing for their grandparents'
farm, buried deep in the Hampshire countryside, a green
paradise of feasts and freedom, where they could at last
roam and dream. But when Rosie is ten years old,
everything changes. She and Jo lose their father, their
London house, their school, their friends, and -- most
agonisingly of all -- their beloved Nanny, Vera, the only adult
to have shown them real love and affection. Briskly
dispatched to a freezing boarding-school in Hertfordshire,
they once again feel like imprisoned castaways. But slowly
the teenage Rosie escapes from the cold world of the
Fifties, into a place of inspiration and mischief, of loving
friendships and dedicated teachers, where a young writer is
suddenly ready to be born.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
224 pages

9781787460836
Paperback | $16.99

Biography &
Autobiography
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

A Brave Dog Named Sherlock

Paul Osborne

***As seen in the Daily Mail and on ITV London
News*** ____________________ The incredible true story
of Sherlock, the brave dog with a nose for saving lives.
Firefighter Paul Osborne works with the Fire Investigation
Dog unit, where he handles Sherlock – an excitable, bright-
eyed cocker spaniel. What makes Sherlock different? He’s
the most talented investigative dog the Fire Brigade has
ever produced, capable of identifying extraordinarily subtle
traces and scents even after thousand-degree blazes –
even when he has to wear special protective boots due to
the dangerous environments. Today, Paul and Sherlock
fearlessly plunge into the most dramatic fire scenes in
London, helping to keep the capital safe around the clock.
With remarkable insight into the life of London’s most heroic
working dog, this inspiring account of the London Fire
Brigade’s four-legged heroes will delight and amaze.
Foreword by Dany Cotton, Commissioner for The London
Fire Brigade ____________________ Winners of the Mirror
and RSPCA Animal Hero Awards 2017 Written in
collaboration with and with full support from the London Fire
Brigade

Random House Canada UK Distribution
322 pages

9780553824384
Paperback | $19.99

Fiction
Aug 27, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Second Collected Tales of Bauchelain & Korbal
Broach: Three Short Novels of the Malazan Empire

Steven Erikson

The intrepid necromancers Bauchelain and Korbal
Broach - scourges of civilization, raisers of the dead,
reapers of the souls of the living, devourers of hope,
betrayers of faith, slayers of the innocent and modest
personifications of evil - have a lot to answer for and answer
they will, but first they must lie, murder and cheat their way
through three more escapades in some of the harsher
fringes, deprived wastelands and impoverished
communities of the Malazan Empire. Much to the shame of
their long-suffering general factotum, Emancipoor Reese...
Here then - for readers' delectation and entertainment - are
those escapades, namely the novellas The Wurms of
Blearmouth, The Crack'd Pot Trail and The Fiends of
Nightmaria . . .

Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages

9781785041921
Paperback | $27.99

Self-Help
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Textbook of Wisdom: Shortcuts to Becoming Wiser Than
Your Years

Edward De Bono

Wisdom comes with living a long life, full of rich
experiences and can’t be learnt, right? Wrong. In the
Textbook of Wisdom bestselling author Edward De Bono
(Lateral Thinking, Serious Creativity) explains how you do
not have to have lived forever to benefit from the experience
of those who have. Full of thinking tools guidelines and
principles this ‘textbook’ encourages the use of values and
emotions to guide you through life without allowing them to
enslave you. Split into short, digestible sections perfect for
grazing rather than devouring, Textbook of Wisdom is
perfectly designed so you can return again and again,
mining for wise words to carry through life that will open
your mind to creativity and new possibilities.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
272 pages

9781780895963
Hardcover | $27.99

Fiction
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

#Taken: Wrong time. Wrong place. Wrong girl.

Tony Parsons

When masked men attempt to kidnap the mistress
of the biggest gangster in Europe, they make two fatal
mistakes. They snatch the wrong woman. And they cross
the wrong detective. The murder team in West End Central
are reeling from the brutal death of a beloved colleague and
they are all mourning in their own way. But when a young
mother is kidnapped by unknown assailants, Max Wolfe and
his colleagues suddenly have a dangerous job to do. As
Max Wolfe investigates the connection between the
kidnapped woman and the head of a crumbling criminal
empire, the hunt takes him from New Scotland Yard’s Black
Museum to the glittering mansions of career criminals, from
sleazy strip joints to secret dungeons, and from the
murderous hatreds of today to the unspeakable crimes of
half a lifetime ago. And as Max unravels the mystery of why
someone would kidnap an innocent young woman, he is
plunged into a dark world of family secrets, sexual jealousy
and a lust for revenge that will come to threaten everything
Max Wolfe loves.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
384 pages

9781780895970
Paperback | $27.99
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Ctn Qty: 24

#Taken: Wrong time. Wrong place. Wrong girl.

Tony Parsons

When masked men attempt to kidnap the mistress
of the biggest gangster in Europe, they make two fatal
mistakes. They snatch the wrong woman. And they cross
the wrong detective. The murder team in West End Central
are reeling from the brutal death of a beloved colleague and
they are all mourning in their own way. But when a young
mother is kidnapped by unknown assailants, Max Wolfe and
his colleagues suddenly have a dangerous job to do. As
Max Wolfe investigates the connection between the
kidnapped woman and the head of a crumbling criminal
empire, the hunt takes him from New Scotland Yard’s Black
Museum to the glittering mansions of career criminals, from
sleazy strip joints to secret dungeons, and from the
murderous hatreds of today to the unspeakable crimes of
half a lifetime ago. And as Max unravels the mystery of why
someone would kidnap an innocent young woman, he is
plunged into a dark world of family secrets, sexual jealousy
and a lust for revenge that will come to threaten everything
Max Wolfe loves.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
384 pages
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Fiction
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The Virginia Woolf BBC Radio Drama Collection :
Seven Full-Cast Dramatisations

Virginia Woolf

The collected BBC dramatisations of the
fiction of Virginia Woolf, with star casts including
Kristen Scott-Thomas, Vanessa Redgrave, Juliet
Stevenson, Laura Fraser, Robert Glenister and
Fenella Woolgar. This collection will include: The
Voyage Out A motley group of genteel adventurers
board a ship bound for South America in 1913,
among them Helen Ambrose and her niece Rachel
Vinrace. Starring Laura Fraser, Rebecca Johnson
and Bertie Carvel. Night and Day Katherine and
Mary are challenged over their assumptions about
love in pre-First World War London. Starring Kristen
Scott-Thomas. Mrs Dalloway Set on a single day in
June, Virginia Woolf's classic novel follows Clarissa
Dalloway as she makes final preparations for an
important party. Starring Fenella Woolgar. To the
Lighthouse The story of the Ramsay family
holidaying in Scotland before the First World War,
and their planned expedition to a lighthouse nearby.
Starring Vanessa Redgrave, Juliet Stevenson and
Robert Glenister. Orlando Orlando was born in the
reign of Queen Elizabeth I and lived into that of
George V. He entered life as a boy and she left it as
a woman. Starring Jennie Stoller and David
McAlister. The Waves Louis, Bernard, Neville, Jinny,
Susan and Rhoda struggle to come to terms with life
after Percival and, in the process, learn what he
really meant to each of them. Starring Geraldine
James and Anna Massey. Between the Acts Miss
La Trobe, an eccentric local artist, conceives the
ambitious idea of portraying a history of English
literature, and of making her audience see
themselves as they really are. Starring Sarah Badel.

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781784161224
Paperback | $19.99

Family &
Relationships
Jan 29, 2019
Ctn Qty: 56

The Unmumsy Mom

Sarah Turner

THIS IS NOT A PARENTING MANUAL. THIS IS
REAL LIFE. The Unmumsy Mum writes candidly about
motherhood like it really is: the messy, maddening, hilarious
reality, how there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach and how it
is sometimes absolutely fine to not know what you are
doing. The lessons she's learnt while grappling with two
small boys – from birth to teething, 3am night feeds to
toddler tantrums, soft play to toilet training – will have you
roaring with laughter and taking great comfort in the fact that
it's definitely not just you...
Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages

9781785943935
Paperback | $27.99

Cooking
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 14

Good Food: 5 Ingredients: 130 simple dishes for every day
of the week

Food Good

Easy-to-make meals for all occasions, using just
5 ingredients, that pack in flavour. As lives get busier and
more demanding we need to take the pressure off great
cooking. This collection of recipes will help you make
ingeniously simple, incredibly tasty, quick meals using only
5 supermarket ingredients. From hearty weekday dinners –
such as Teryaki Pork Meatballs and Blackened Salmon
Fajitas – to fantastic brunches, genius sides, starters and
sweet desserts, each recipe is delicious and really delivers
on taste, allowing you to accomplish dishes that will
impress all ages every day of the week. Each recipe is
accompanied by a full-colour photograph, full nutritional
breakdown and easy-to-follow steps.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
288 pages

9781787462359
Paperback | $19.99

Fiction
Jan 2, 2080
Ctn Qty: 24

Friday's Child

Georgette Heyer

Rejected by the incomparable Miss Milborne for his
unsteadiness of character, wild Lord Sheringham is bent on
avenging Fate and coming into his fortune. But the very first
woman he should see is Hero Wantage, the young and
charmingly unsophisticated chit, who has loved him since
childhood ... Friday's Child is a typically sweeping historical
romance by the queen of the genre, who for fifty years won
the hearts of readers worldwide and has found a new
devoted readership in the twenty-first century.

Random House UK
400 pages

9781847948397
Hardcover | $27.99

Reference
Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 14

The Book of the Year 2018 : Your Definitive Guide to the
World's Weirdest News

No Such Thing As a Fish (COR)

Following hot on the heels of the success of The
Book of the Year (or, more precisely, twelve months later)
The Book of the Year 2018 will be making its way into the
nation’s bookshops this autumn. Compiled and written by
the creators of the award-winning hit comedy podcast No
Such Thing As A Fish, all of whom are researchers for QI,
The Book of the Year 2018 will bravely delve behind the
headlines to sniff out the best and most bizarre facts of the
last twelve months. Among many other things, it will
establish that: · Britain’s first robot shop assistant was
sacked after a week.· Donald Trump claimed the US sells
F52 planes to Norway, even though F52 planes only exist in
the game Call of Duty.· During the Winter Olympics, it was
so windy during the Women's Slopestyle Final that every
single competitor was blown off her snowboard. · A snail
racing competition in Plymouth was postponed because the
snails were too 'sluggish' to take part. Ranging from the
distinctly offbeat to the wonderfully ludicrous - from the
South Africans who were rationed to just one toilet flush per
day, to the Nutella riots spreading across France, via the
Miami bitcoin conference that stopped accepting bitcoin -
The Book of the Year promises a fact for every occasion
and will prove the perfect Christmas gift for all trivia buffs.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
352 pages

9781787290433
Paperback | $21.99

Sports &
Recreation

Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 72

The Mechanic: The Secret World of the F1 Pitlane

Marc 'Elvis' Priestley

In the high-octane atmosphere of the Formula
One pit lane, the spotlight is most often on the superstar
drivers. And yet, without the technical knowledge,
competitive determination and outright obsession from his
garage of mechanics, no driver could possibly hope to claim
a spot on the podium. These are the guys who make every
World Champion, and any mistakes can have critical
consequences. That's not to say the F1 crew is just a group
of highly skilled technical engineers, tweaking machinery in
wind tunnels and crunching data through high-spec
computers. These boys can seriously let their hair down.
Whether it be parties on luxury yachts in Monaco or
elaborate photo opportunities in gravity-defying aeroplanes,
this is a world which thrills on and off the track. Join
McLaren's former number-one mechanic, Marc 'Elvis'
Priestley as he tours the world, revealing some of Formula
One's most outrageous secrets and the fiercest rivalries, all
fuelled by the determination to win. This is Formula One as
you've never seen it before.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
256 pages

9781787534360
CD Audio | $53.95

Fiction
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 12

Doctor Who: The Good Doctor
DOCTOR WHO
Juno Dawson

A brand new novel featuring the Thirteenth Doctor,
as played on TV by Jodie Whittaker. Duration: 6
hours approx.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
9781787533646

CD Audio | $42.95
Fiction

Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 1

Doctor Who and the Caves of Androzani
DOCTOR WHO
Terrance Dicks

Peter Davison reads this exciting
novelisation of the explosive final adventure for the
Fifth Doctor. From the moment they land on the
planet Androzani Minor, everything goes wrong for
the Doctor and his new young companion, Peri.
They become involved in the struggle between brutal
gun-runners, ruthless Federation troops, and the
hideously mutilated Sharaz Jek, who lurks in the
depths of the caves with his android army. Key to
the struggle is spectrox, the most valuable
substance in the universe. Suitably processed,
spectrox is an elixir of life, but in its raw state it is a
deadly poison - a fact which will cost the Doctor
another of his Time Lord lives… Peter Davison, who
portrayed the Fifth Doctor in the hit BBC TV series,
reads Terrance Dicks’s novelisation of the original
serial by Robert Holmes, frequently named as one of
the best adventures of the original Doctor Who
series. Duration: 3 hours 5 mins approx.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
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Gloomsbury: Series 5: The hit BBC Radio 4
comedy

Sue Limb, Miriam Margolyes, Jonathan Coy

The fifth BBC Radio 4 series of this
wickedly funny parody of the Bloomsbury Group,
Henry and Vera go to the USA and dip a toe in
transatlantic culture (where Vera wows Dorothy
Parker). Henry, Vera, Ginny and Lionel visit Paris,
where in the 1930s, radical arts movements were
raging, and figures such as Picasso, Hemingway
and Joyce held court - and got drunk. Starring Miriam
Margolyes as Vera Sackcloth-Vest (Vita Sackville-
West), Jonathan Coy as Henry Mickleton (Harold
Nicolson), Alison Steadman as Ginny Fox (Virginia
Woolf), Nigel Planer as Lionel Fox (Leonard Woolf),
John Sessions as D. H. Lollipop (D.H. Lawrence)
and Morwenna Banks as Venus Traduces (Violet
Trefusis). ‘… one of the funniest, slyest, most
naughtily inventive and brilliantly performed shows
on the air’ Gillian Reynolds, The Daily Telegraph

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781787534414
CD Audio | $53.95

Fiction
Jan 29, 2019

Ctn Qty: 3

Doctor Who: Molten Heart
DOCTOR WHO
Una Mccormack

A brand new novel featuring the Thirteenth Doctor,
as played on TV by Jodie Whittaker. Duration: 6
hours approx.

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781787534391
CD Audio | $53.95

Fiction
Dec 25, 2018

Ctn Qty: 1

Doctor Who: Combat Majicks
DOCTOR WHO
Steve Cole

A brand new novel featuring the Thirteenth Doctor,
as played on TV by Jodie Whittaker. Duration: 6
hours approx.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
9781787533684

CD Audio | $42.95
Fiction

Feb 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Doctor Who: Marco Polo

John Lucarotti

Zienia Merton reads this captivating
novelisation of an epic ‘lost’ historical TV adventure
featuring the First Doctor. The young Venetian,
Marco Polo, is on his way to the Emperor’s court in
Peking when he meets four intrepid time travellers:
the elderly Doctor, his granddaughter Susan, and
their companions Ian and Barbara. The TARDIS has
broken down whilst on Earth, in the year 1289.
Marco Polo recognises in it a means of winning
favour with the Emperor, and he insists that the
travellers accompany his caravan to Cathay. The
journey is fraught with sandstorms, drought, bandits,
would-be assassins and many other hidden dangers.
Even if they do arrive safely at the court of Kublai
Khan, the Doctor and his friends have no guarantee
of ever seeing the inside of the TARDIS again…
Zienia Merton, who played Ping-Cho in the original
BBC serial, reads John Lucarotti’s own novelisation
of his 1964 TV adventure. Duration: 4 hours approx.
? & © 2018 BBC Worldwide Ltd t/as BBC
StudiosText © John Lucarotti 1984Cover illustration
by David McAllister Reading produced by John
AinsworthRecorded at Ashwood MusicPost-
production by Ladbroke StudiosSound design by
Simon Power for Meon Productions -
www.meonsound.comTARDIS sound effect
composed by Brian HodgsonExecutive producer:
Michael Stevens

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781787533677
CD Audio | $29.99

Fiction
Jan 29, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Dalek Audio Annual

Terry Nation

The Daleks rampage in this collection of
vintage stories from Terry Nation’s Dalek Annuals of
the 1970s. Urgent message to all Anti-Dalek Force
agents: the Daleks are coming! Defend yourself with
The Dalek Audio Annual, packed with exciting tales
of galactic terror, global invasion and the adventures
of plucky human resistance fighters. Special ADF
agents Nicholas Briggs, Louise Jameson and
Matthew Waterhouse will read five stories of
battlefield reportage — Terror Task Force,
Exterminate! Exterminate! Exterminate!, Timechase,
The Doomsday Machine and Report from an
Unknown Planet — alongside factual updates on the
Dalek War: Dalek Genius, Mark 7 Humanoid Robot,
Special Report: Secret Meeting on Skaro and more.
All material is authenticated from Terry Nation’s
Dalek Annuals of the 1970s. Order your copy now. It
is your duty to remain informed of progress in the
ongoing battle between humans and Daleks!
Duration: 2 hours 20 mins approx. Text © Terry
Nation 1976-77Daleks as seen in the BBC TV series
Doctor WhoTerry Nation’s Dalek Annuals first
published by World Distributors by arranged with the
BBCReadings produced by Neil Gardner at
Ladbroke AudioSound design by David
DarlingtonExecutive Producer: Michael
StevensCover by Minty Design/images © BBC
Studios 2018

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781785036347
Hardcover | $35.99

Fiction
Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 20

The Toymakers

Robert Dinsdale

Do you remember when you believed in magic? It
is 1917, and while war wages across Europe, in the heart of
London, there is a place of hope and enchantment. The
Emporium sells toys that capture the imagination of children
and adults alike: patchwork dogs that seem alive, toy boxes
that are bigger on the inside, soldiers that can fight battles of
their own. Into this family business comes young Cathy
Wray, running away from a shameful past. The Emporium
takes her in, makes her one of its own. But Cathy is about to
discover that the Emporium has secrets of its own… A dark
enchanting, spectacularly imaginative novel perfect for fans
of Jessie Burton's The Miniaturist and Erin Morgenstern's
The Night Circus

Random House Canada UK Distribution
480 pages

9781780898933
Hardcover | $27.99

Biography &
Autobiography
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 12

Sherlock: The Fire Brigade Dog

Paul Osborne

***As seen in the Daily Mail and on ITV London
News*** ____________________ The incredible true story
of Sherlock, the brave dog with a nose for saving lives.
Firefighter Paul Osborne works with the Fire Investigation
Dog unit, where he handles Sherlock – an excitable, bright-
eyed cocker spaniel. What makes Sherlock different? He’s
the most talented investigative dog the Fire Brigade has
ever produced, capable of identifying extraordinarily subtle
traces and scents even after thousand-degree blazes –
even when he has to wear special protective boots due to
the dangerous environments. Today, Paul and Sherlock
fearlessly plunge into the most dramatic fire scenes in
London, helping to keep the capital safe around the clock.
With remarkable insight into the life of London’s most heroic
working dog, this inspiring account of the London Fire
Brigade’s four-legged heroes will delight and amaze.
Foreword by Dany Cotton, Commissioner for The London
Fire Brigade ____________________ Winners of the Mirror
and RSPCA Animal Hero Awards 2017 Written in
collaboration with and with full support from the London Fire
Brigade

Random House Canada UK Distribution
272 pages

9781785041938
Paperback | $21.99

Self-Help
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 32

The Anxiety Cure

Klaus Bernhardt

The highly effective guide to finding the calm
within yourself Everyone worries, but if worry has taken
over your life and has taken the form of anxiety and panic,
it’s time to take control and claim your life back. Pioneering
psychotherapist Klaus Bernhardt’s proven anxiety cure has
helped thousands of sufferers lead a calmer, happier life
fast. Whether you suffer from general anxiety, panic attacks
or social anxiety, The Anxiety Cure will rid you of your fears
once and for all. Using the latest research in neuroscience
combined with the most useful elements of therapies such
as CBT, hypnotherapy and positive psychology, The
Anxiety Cure will introduce you to a powerful approach to
stop anxiety in its tracks. Within just a few weeks, using tried
and tested mind training and pattern breaker techniques,
you will discover the real cause of your anxiety, learn to
rewire negative thinking and completely transform your
response to anxiety-inducing situations and thoughts. Klaus
Bernhardt's methods have already been used by thousands
of people worldwide to turn their lives around, and now this
practical and easy-to-action book is your chance to take
control, regain your confidence and live your life free of fear
and worry.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
208 pages
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Zidane

Patrick Fort, Jean Philippe

Get inside the mind of football's most enigmatic
icon ‘Zidane is the master’ Pele One of modern football’s
most brilliant players - and one of its most iconic and
mysterious figures - Zinedine Zidane’s football career is the
stuff of legend. A World Cup-winner with France, he
became the world's most expensive player in 2001 when he
moved from Juventus to Real Madrid for £46million, where
his exceptional talent earned him a reputation as one of the
greatest players of all-time. His playing career concluded
explosively when he retired after being sent off for head-
butting Marco Materazzi in the 2006 World Cup final. But his
football career was far from over. After a spell coaching in
Spain, he was appointed manager of Real Madrid in 2015
and immediately demonstrated that his skill as a manager
matched his talent on the pitch, leading the team to
successive Champions League victories and establishing
him as one of the new managerial greats. Rarely speaking
to the press, Zidane is known as a man who ‘speaks only
with the ball’. In this definitive biography, Patrick Fort and
Jean Philippe take us behind the scenes of his exceptional
career, revealing the man behind the legend.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
352 pages

9781847942197
Hardcover | $32.95

Business &
Economics

Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 30

The Ethical Capitalist: How to Make Business Work Better
for Society

Julian Richer

*A Financial Times Book of the Month* ‘The
founder of Richer Sounds is one of the finest entrepreneurs
we have.’ Archie Norman, chairman of Marks & Spencer
Capitalism has lost its way. Every week brings fresh news
stories about businesses exploiting their staff, avoiding their
taxes, and ripping off their customers. Every week, public
anger at the system grows. Now, one of Britain’s foremost
entrepreneurs intervenes to make the case for putting
business back firmly in the service of society, and setting
out on a new path to a kinder, fairer form of capitalism.
Drawing on four decades of hands-on management
experience, the founder of Richer Sounds argues that
ethically run businesses are invariably more efficient, more
motivated and more innovative than those that care only
about the bottom line. He uncovers the simple tools that the
best leaders use to make their businesses fair, revealing
how others can follow suit. And he also delves into the big
questions that modern capitalism has to answer if it is to
survive and to thrive. When should – and shouldn’t – the
state intervene in the workings of commercial enterprises?
What does business as a whole owe back to the wider
community? Is the relationship between leaders of big
corporations and politicians too cosy, and, if so, what is to
be done about it? At heart, The Ethical Capitalist is a plea
for a new sense of moral purpose in business. If that takes
hold, Julian Richer believes, we might just save capitalism
from itself.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
192 pages

9781847942203
Paperback | $27.99
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Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 60

The Ethical Capitalist: How to Make Business Work Better
for Society

Julian Richer

Capitalism has lost its way. Every week brings
fresh news stories about businesses exploiting their staff,
avoiding their taxes, and ripping off their customers. Every
week, public anger at the system grows. Now, one of
Britain’s foremost entrepreneurs intervenes to make the
case for putting business back firmly in the service of
society, and setting out on a new path to a kinder, fairer
form of capitalism. Drawing on four decades of hands-on
management experience, the founder of Richer Sounds
argues that ethically run businesses are invariably more
efficient, more motivated and more innovative than those
that care only about the bottom line. He uncovers the simple
tools that the best leaders use to make their businesses fair,
revealing how others can follow suit. And he also delves into
the big questions that modern capitalism has to answer if it
is to survive and to thrive. When should – and shouldn’t –
the state intervene in the workings of commercial
enterprises? What does business as a whole owe back to
the wider community? Is the relationship between leaders of
big corporations and politicians too cosy, and, if so, what is
to be done about it? At heart, The Ethical Capitalist is a
plea for a new sense of moral purpose in business. If that
takes hold, Julian Richer believes, we might just save
capitalism from itself.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
192 pages

9781785038105
Hardcover | $31.99

Cooking
Jan 29, 2019
Ctn Qty: 16

Young Gums: Baby Food with Attitude

Beth Bentley

One family, one meal. Super-easy, super-tasty
weaning recipes you’ll love to eat yourself. ‘a breath of fresh
air for new parents’ - Skye Gyngell Award-winning food
blogger Beth Bentley makes weaning fun and simple with a
combination of baby-led and spoon-fed nutritious,
wholesome recipes that are packed full of flavour. Say
goodbye to fruit-sweetened, unidentifiable purees and
instead make real, delicious food that the whole family can
enjoy. Focusing on just a few great ingredients, clever
flavour combinations and easy cooking methods, this is food
that can be scaled up easily so that the family is able to
enjoy the one meal – together; a practice that will help your
baby develop good eating and social habits. And even
better, the majority can be made using just one hand and
just one pan! Including recipes such as Rainbow Ragu,
Sweet Potato Cookies, Baby Burrito Bowls and No-roast
Chicken Pot Roast, this step-by-step guide will take you from
the daunting first stages of weaning right up to one year,
with confidence and excitement. Including over 60 meals for
both baby and mum, here are healthy, flavoursome recipes
for a happy baby.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
192 pages

9781849906296
Paperback | $21.99

Science
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 32

The Sky at Night : How to Read the Solar System

Paul Abel, Chris North

The Solar System – so what is it? We've all
learned the basics at school but how much can you
remember? Expert astronomers and co-presenters of The
Sky at Night Chris North and Paul Abel take a fascinating
guided tour of our Solar System and explain its wonders.
They look at all the major players, including our more
familiar neighbours – the Sun, the planets and their moons
– the occasional visitors to our planet – asteroids, meteors
and comets – as well as distant stars and what might be
beyond our Solar System – Earth Mark II? Chris and Paul
recount the history of how everything came about and the
myths that once shaped astronomy. They explain the latest
science and discoveries, and reveal how any amateur
astronomer can view and interpret the Solar System.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages

9781529103168
Paperback | $19.99

Biography &
Autobiography
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 56

Jurgen Klopp

Elmar Neveling

Updated to include the Champions League Final
2018 “It is the intensity of the football, of how the people live
football in Liverpool, all the Liverpool fans around the world.
It is not a normal club, it is a special club.” Jurgen Klopp As
innovative as Arsene Wenger and as crowd-pleasing as
Jose Mourinho, Jurgen Klopp is the charismatic German
manager who single-handedly overthrew the accepted order
in German football, taking Borussia Dortmund from nowhere
to back-to-back Bundesliga titles and the Champions
League final. He had long been admired in the Premiership
and was finally wooed by Liverpool in the belief he could
bring back the glory days to the Kop. Klopp is revered as a
master tactician with his own unique playing philosophies
like counter pressing and spatial geometry. He is loved by
his players for his passion and man-management skills, and
adored by the media and fans alike for his disarming wit
and charm and exciting football on the pitch. Here is the
definitive story of Jurgen Klopp - the normal one - and his
footballing genius.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
336 pages

9781785944055
Paperback | $16.99

Fiction
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 100

Doctor Who: The Many Hands
DOCTOR WHO
Dale Smith

Edinburgh, 1759. The Nor' Loch is being filled in.
If you ask the soldiers there, they'll tell you it's a stinking
cesspool that the city can do without. But that doesn't
explain why the workers won't go near the place without an
armed guard. That doesn't explain why they whisper stories
about the loch giving up its dead, about the minister who
walked into his church twelve years after he died... It doesn't
explain why, as they work, they whisper about a man called
the Doctor. And about the many hands of Alexander Monro.
Featuring the Tenth Doctor and Martha as played by David
Tennant and Freema Agyeman in the hit Doctor Who series
from BBC Television.
Random House Canada UK Distribution
256 pages

9781787631434
Hardcover | $21.99

Family &
Relationships
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 36

How To Stay Married

Jilly Cooper

'There is no one else like Cooper' Guardian When
Jilly Cooper, then a young Sunday Times journalist, was
asked to write a book on marriage, she had been married to
Leo Cooper for a mere seven years. In this 2011 reissue of
that book, they were celebrating their Golden Wedding, and
although the institution of marriage has changed a great
deal since this book was first written, much of Jilly's advice -
frank, fearless, often hilarious, but always wise - still holds
good. From the wedding and the honeymoon to life
afterwards, including how to deal with the in-laws and how
to tell if your other half is having an affair, she dispenses
anecdotes, jokes, common sense and endless optimism
and fun. Whether you are contemplating marriage, living
together, or have been married as long as Jilly and Leo
were, you will plenty of good advice and humour in How to
Stay Married. Everybody loves Jilly Cooper: 'Joyful and
mischievous' Jojo Moyes 'A delight from start to finish' Daily
M a i l 'Fun, sexy and unputdownable' Marian Keyes
'Flawlessly entertaining' Helen Fielding

Random House Canada UK Distribution
96 pages
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Fiction
Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 32

Torchwood: Pack Animals

Peter Anghelides

Shopping for wedding gifts is enjoyable, unless
like Gwen you witness a Weevil massacre in the shopping
centre. A trip to the zoo is a great day out, until a date goes
tragically wrong and Ianto is badly injured by stolen alien
tech. And Halloween is a day of fun and frights, before
unspeakable monsters invade the streets of Cardiff and it's
no longer a trick or a treat for the terrified population.
Torchwood can control small groups of scavengers, but now
someone has given large numbers of predators a season
ticket to Earth. Jack's investigation is hampered when he
finds he's being investigated himself. Owen is convinced
that it's just one guy who's toying with them. But will
Torchwood find out before it's too late that the game is
horribly real, and the deck is stacked against them?
Featuring Captain Jack Harkness as played by John
Barrowman, with Gwen Cooper, Owen Harper, Toshiko Sato
and Ianto Jones as played by Eve Myles, Burn Gorman,
Naoki Mori and Gareth David-Lloyd, in the hit science fiction
series created by Russell T Davies for BBC Television.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
256 pages

9781784875169
Paperback | $21.99

Biography &
Autobiography
Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 48

Smiling in Slow Motion: The Journals of Derek Jarman,
1991 - 1994

Derek Jarman

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY NEIL BARTLETT
'The life-affirming expression of an artist engaged in living to
the full' The Times Smiling in Slow Motion is Derek
Jarman’s last journal, stretching from May 1991 until a
fortnight before his death in February 1994. Jarman writes
with his trademark humour and candour about friends and
enemies, as he races through his final years of film-making,
gardening and radical political protest. Written from
Jarman’s Charing Cross Road flat, his famed garden at
Dungeness, and finally from his bed in St Bartholomew's
Hospital, Jarman meditates on his own deteriorating health
and the loss of his contemporaries. Yet Smiling in Slow
Motion is not simply a chronicle of illness and regret: it is, at
its heart, one of endeavour, determination and pride.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
416 pages

9781529103335
Paperback | $22.99
Games & Activities

Feb 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

How to be Really Well Informed in Minutes

Week The

Based on the 'Briefings' columns that appear in
every issue of The Week, here is a book that addresses the
key issues of our day and breaks them down into bite-sized
questions and answers. Each one takes minutes to read yet
provides objective and meticulously researched
perspectives on the major matters of our times. How did
Darwin change the world? What exactly is Sharia law?
Which was the world's worst industrial accident? Is
computer hacking getting more serious? Can Aspirin cure
cancer? What was the legacy of the Iran-Iraq war? Ranging
across a wide array of subjects - from medicine, science
and politics, to history, geography and finance - about which
we are often less informed than we would like, this is a
fascinating book to dip into. We would all like to be better
informed. Here is a book that makes it easy.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
288 pages

9781846046070
Paperback | $21.99

Religion
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 24

Is That All There Is? : Thoughts on the meaning of life and
leaving a legacy

Julia Neuberger

'If we focus on the meaning and purpose of our
lives, we might acquire a better way of living.' In this
insightful book, Julia Neuberger considers what it is that
makes life worthwhile. Drawing upon her considerable
experience as a religious leader and social reformer,
passionately concerned with the issues that affect society's
wellbeing, she offers practical ways to give our own lives a
renewed sense of significance and direction. From
celebrating friends and family, to surviving hardship and
loss, to assessing the relative value of possessions, and the
benefits of being as tough as we are kind to ourselves, Julia
Neuberger shows how to reconnect with the things in life
that really matter to us. It is, she explains, possible to live a
life with few regrets, in which we get our priorities right and
create a legacy which will live on long after we are gone -
yet which will make life all the more rewarding here and
now.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages

9781785041839
Hardcover | $27.99

Cooking
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 21

Eat to Sleep: 80 Nourishing Recipes to Help You Sleep
Well Every Night

Heather Thomas, Alina Tierney

If you sometimes struggle to get a good
night’s sleep, what you eat can make all the difference
… A restful night can restore our bodies, recharge our
minds and balance our moods, but sleep is easily
affected by our daytime routines – including what we eat
and when we eat it. In Eat to Sleep, health and cookery
writer Heather Thomas and nutritionist Alina Tierney
share 80 delicious evening recipes, perfectly balanced
for a healthy night’s sleep, as well as simple advice and
tips on foods to enjoy and those to avoid. Steering clear
of caffeine and sugar is only part of the story. We need
to be eating the right foods to keep our sleep hormones
in check and to calm our bodies and minds. Nourishing
and full of flavour, these tempting recipes include easy
light suppers using supermarket ingredients, like Warm
Roasted Kale, Pear and Sweet Potato Salad, as well as
comforting filling meals and healthy treats and bakes.
Try the soothing drinks, like homemade Hot Chocolate
with Honey, for a moment of calm before bedtime. Eat
to Sleep has all the essential ingredients for a peaceful
night, so you can feel strong and energised every day.
Sleep better so you can live better.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
144 pages

9781785944093
Paperback | $27.99

Humor
Jan 2, 2080
Ctn Qty: 24

Ask Bob: Your Guide to a Wonderful Life

Neil Forsyth

BBC TV and Radio's Bob Servant, self-styled 'hero of
Dundee', addresses life's problems for you, and offers
practical solutions you won't find anywhere else.

Random House UK
192 pages

9781780899312
Paperback | $19.99

Science
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 24

Columbus in Space: A Voyage of Discovery on the
International Space Station

Julien Harrod, European Space Agency The

In 2008, Europe’s first space laboratory was
launched to the International Space Station. Ten years later,
the Columbus laboratory is still circling 400 km above our
heads at 28,800 km/h, providing scientists a place to run
out-of-this-world experiments on everything from cold
plasma technology that will destroy unwanted odours to
enzymes that may slow the ageing process. To celebrate a
decade of European science and technology in space this
stunning book recounts the story of the Columbus
laboratory from vision to mission, revealing everything from
the daily operations that keep it humming, to the cutting-
edge science that takes place inside. Richly illustrated with
graphics and statistics of life and research in space as well
as full-colour photos, Columbus in Space offers a never-
seen-before glimpse into the laboratory at the forefront of
humanity’s exploration of our Universe -- Europe's space in
space.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
112 pages

9781785038747
Hardcover | $21.99

Self-Help
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 24

Mermaid Magic: Be Mermazing Every Day!

Robin Lee

'The Mermaid trend, nay, obsession, seemingly has no
bounds' - Teen Vogue Channel the power of your inner
ocean goddess, their life and style, mythology and
spirituality. Mermaid Magic will inspire you to create storms
and make waves, as well as teaching you how to harness
the mermaid's mystical energies to become more
confident, empowered and connected to yourself.
Complete with motivating quotes, mantras and beautiful
illustrations. Why be ordinary when you can be a
mermaid?

Random House Canada UK Distribution
128 pages
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How to Wear Glitter: 30 Ways to Sparkle in Style

Naomi Pike

Live life with a little more sparkle. This is your one-
stop guide to glitter and how to wear it. Includes only the
best biodegradable and ethical brands (please glitter
responsibly!). Features 30 gorgeous step-by-step looks from
all-sparkle lips to intricate eye make-up, glitter braids and
beards, to full-on body art or a perfectly simple glitter lash
line. Halloween, Christmas or festival season just isn't the
same without a little sparkle and shimmer. Also includes
glitter inspiration from the runway to Instagram, your basic
eco-glitter beauty kit, fashion and accessories to complete
the look, sparkling stockists and top tips from the experts,
including make-up artists, drag queens, celebs, stylists and
fashion designers. Grab your glitter, because you deserve
to shine!

Random House Canada UK Distribution
128 pages

9781785036354
Paperback | $19.99

Fiction
Nov 27, 2018
Ctn Qty: 24

The Toymakers

Robert Dinsdale

Do you remember when you believed in magic?
An enchanting, magical novel set in a mysterious toyshop -
perfect for fans of Erin Morgenstern's The Night Circus and
Stephanie Garber's Caraval by way of Jessie Burton's The
Miniaturist It is 1917, and while war wages across Europe,
in the heart of London, there is a place of hope and
enchantment. The Emporium sells toys that capture the
imagination of children and adults alike: patchwork dogs
that seem alive, toy boxes that are bigger on the inside,
soldiers that can fight battles of their own. Into this family
business comes young Cathy Wray, running away from a
shameful past. The Emporium takes her in, makes her one
of its own. But Cathy is about to discover that the Emporium
has secrets of its own... An EBook Number 1 bestseller with
over 100 5* reviews - readers are enchanted by this magic
tale: 'If you only buy one book this year - buy this one' 'As if
Terry Pratchett has come back to life Disney Toy Story style'
'Best book I've read for many years' 'A book to lose yourself
in'

Random House Canada UK Distribution
480 pages

9781785041822
Hardcover | $27.99

Family &
Relationships
Feb 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

The Little Book of Self-Care for New Mums

Beccy Hands, Alexis Stickland

Read this book for an instant pick-me-up.
Whether this is your first or fifth baby, The Little Book of
Self-Care for New Mums is your handy survival guide to
managing the emotional and physical rollercoaster of
becoming a new mum. Bringing together decades of
experience from a midwife and a doula, you'll find
invaluable tips and tricks to boost confidence and calm
frazzled nerves - plus answers to all those questions you
may be too embarrassed to ask. From creating cooling
breast pads with chamomile tea and quick stretches to
relieve aching muscles, through to easy recipes to nourish
your postnatal body and 5-minute fixes to restore your
sense of humour, this is the book you can turn to when the
overwhelm sets in. Beautifully illustrated in full-colour, it
covers everything you need to know about the postnatal
period to feel supported, empowered and understood.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
192 pages

9781847925671
Paperback | $42.95

History
Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 12

Harvest Of Sorrow : Soviet Collectivisation and the Terror-
Famine

Robert Conquest

Robert Conquest's The Harvest of Sorrow helped
to reveal to the West the true and staggering human cost of
the Soviet regime in its deliberate starvation of millions of
peasants and remains one of the most important works of
Soviet history ever written. More deaths resulted from the
actions described in this book than from the whole of the
First World War. Epic in scope and rich in detail, The
Harvest of Sorrow describes how millions of peasants in the
USSR were dispossessed and deported as a result of the
abolition of private property, and how millions in the newly
established ‘collective’ farms of the Ukraine and other
regions were then deliberately starved to death through
impossibly high quotas, the removal of all other sources of
food and their isolation from outside help. With the
publication of this and his earlier book, The Great Terror,
which revealed the truth about Stalin’s political purges,
Robert Conquest revealed to the West the staggering
human cost of the Soviet regime.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
448 pages

9781785943010
Hardcover | $45.00

Nature
Nov 14, 2018

Ctn Qty: 9

Dynasties: The Rise and Fall of Animal Families

Stephen Moss, David Attenborough

Family isn't just important. It's everything. From
lions hunting as a pride to penguins huddling together to
keep from freezing in the bitter Antarctic winter, many
animals are dependent on complex social relationships for
their survival. Powerful dynasties lay claim to vast swathes
of territory, fighting off rivals and securing their hunting
grounds for generations to come. Dynasty offers an
immersive insight into the shifting hierarchies of animal
families. Each chapter follows a different dynasty, from the
Marsh Lions of the Masai Mara to rival packs of African
hunting dogs, from a tiger protecting her newborn cubs to a
chimpanzee troop and the penguin colonies of the
Antarctic. Alongside tender moments when bonds are
strengthened through grooming and play, the book charts
the rivalries that tip the balance of power, when family
members turn against each other and younger animals
grow strong enough to challenge for control. With over 200
stunning photographs and insights from the crew of the
BBC series, Dynasty reveals in astonishing detail the
intricate social lives of our planet’s most fascinating animals.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
288 pages

9781529118513
Hardcover | $35.99

Biography &
Autobiography

Jan 29, 2019
Ctn Qty: 18

Rise Up: The #Merky Story So Far

Stormzy

THE #MERKY STORY SO FAR Words by
Stormzy Contributions by Team #Merky Images by Kaylum
Dennis ‘It’s been a long time coming, I swear...’ In three
years Stormzy has risen from one of the most promising
musicians of his generation to a spokesperson for a
generation. Rise Up is the story of how he got there. It’s a
story about faith and the ideas worth fighting for. It’s about
knowing where you’re from, and where you’re going. It’s
about following your dreams without compromising who you
are. Featuring hundreds of never-before-seen photographs,
annotated lyrics and contributions from those closest to him,
Rise Up is Stormzy’s story, in his words, and the record of a
journey unlike any other.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
256 pages

9781785037627
Hardcover | $42.95

Biography &
Autobiography
Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 12

You Know it Makes Sense: Lessons from the Derek
Trotter School of Business (and life)

Derek 'Del Boy' Trotter

Au Revois! The name’s Trotter, Derek Trotter, and
the world of business is my speciality. When it comes to the
art of closing deals I’ve been around the track more times
than a lurcher. Not only have I been there, done it and
bought the t-shirt, I’ve gone back round to do it again,
printed my ownt-shirts, knocked ‘em out at ridiculously low
prices and cut the competition out of the market. But the
commodities game ain’t all champagne and skittles. It’s a
rocky road full of potholes, speed cameras, people who
don’t indicate, mouthy cyclists, and all sorts of obstacles
designed to get on your tits. You Know It Makes Sense is
the definitive business guide, designed pacifically to help
steer you in the right direction. Packed full of insider
knowledge, tips and warnings, think of it as your personal
stat-nav on the corporate highway. And whether you’re a
Director, middle management, a junior staff hotshot, or the
one that fetches the sandwiches, it will help you get to
where you’re going.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
288 pages

9781787631069
Hardcover | $21.99

Science
Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 12

The Ten-Minute Gardener : A month-by-month guide to
growing your own

Val Bourne

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR GARDENERS
Whether you have a spacious plot or a small patch in the
garden, this handbook is full of tried-and-tested tips from a
seasoned old hand. It offers practical month-by-month
suggestions for making the most of the little time you can
spare on both the coldest winter days and the long summer
afternoons, with ideas to inspire even the most experienced
allotment gardeners. Focusing on the essentials needed to
produce a great crop, this is for those who want to but
struggle to find the time to grow their own. For those who
garden in snatched moments . . .Random House Canada UK Distribution
368 pages
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Feb 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

In Extremis: The Life of War Correspondent Marie Colvin

Lindsey Hilsum

** BBC RADIO 4 BOOK OF THE WEEK ** ‘It has
always seemed to me that what I write is about humanity in
extremis, pushed to the unendurable, and that it is
important to tell people what really happens in wars.’ Marie
Colvin, 2001 Marie Colvin was glamorous, hard-drinking,
braver than the boys, with a troubled and rackety personal
life. With fierce compassion and honesty, she reported from
the most dangerous places in the world, fractured by conflict
and genocide, going in further and staying longer than
anyone else. In Sri Lanka in 2001, Marie was hit by a
grenade and lost the sight in her left eye - resulting in her
trademark eye patch - and in 2012 she was killed in Syria.
Like her hero, the legendary reporter Martha Gellhorn, she
sought to bear witness to the horrifying truths of war, to write
‘the first draft of history’ and crucially to shine a light on the
suffering of ordinary people. Written by fellow foreign
correspondent Lindsey Hilsum, this is the story of the most
daring war reporter of her age. Drawing on unpublished
diaries and notebooks, and interviews with Marie’s friends,
family and colleagues, In Extremis is the story of our
turbulent age, and the life of a woman who defied
convention.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
416 pages

9781787301405
Hardcover | $21.99
Literary Criticism

Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 20

Orwell on Freedom

George Orwell

‘Freedom is the freedom to say that two plus two
equals four. If that is granted, all else follows.’ GEORGE
ORWELL is one of the world’s most famous social
commentators. His writing opposed imperialism, sought to
expose the unjust sufferings of the poor and unemployed
and warned us against totalitarianism. This selection, from
both his novels and non-fiction, charts his thoughts on
FREEDOM: from individual liberty and character, to the
nature of society and technology, to political liberty,
revolution and the importance of free speech. His clear-
eyed ambition to create a fairer and more egalitarian society
is essential inspiration as we strive to make the world a
better place for all. With an introduction by Kamila Shamsie

Random House Canada UK Distribution
224 pages

9781529103267
Paperback | $21.99

Cooking
Feb 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

How to Cook and Keep on Cooking

Simon Boyle

Cooking the basics, with confidence! Have you
always wanted to learn how to cook, but don't know where
to start? Whether you're intimidated by complex recipes
and glossy photographs, or you're a student moving out for
the first time, this book will give you the tools you need to
gain confidence in the kitchen, and experience the
satisfaction of mastering a fundamental life skill. Written in a
refreshingly direct and friendly style, this concise handbook
covers all bases: equipment, weekly meal planners, how to
follow a recipe, basic nutrition, popular cooking techniques
and, of course, recipes! The recipes revolve around key
ingredients - eggs, pasta, pulses, meats and stocks. With
easy to follow instructions, you'll be whipping up full roast
dinners, aromatic curries and deliciously sweet desserts, in
no time at all. So why not take the first step? Start cooking
today!

Random House Canada UK Distribution
208 pages

9780552176002
Paperback | $21.99

Family &
Relationships
Jan 29, 2019
Ctn Qty: 32

Happy Parent, Happy Child: 10 Steps to Stress-free
Family Life

Genevieve von Lob

An essential 10-step plan for a stress-free family
life. We all know that raising happy, confident and resilient
children can be a tough job in this fast-paced world – and
there’s never any shortage of well-meaning advice on how
to be a better parent. So, if you’re anxious and struggling to
cope with the pressures of school and family life – or if you
worry that you’re not doing enough to support your child
through their problems – give yourself a break: this book
really can help you. Clinical psychologist Dr Genevieve von
Lob draws on her extensive experience working with
hundreds of families to provide a simple 10-step plan for a
stress-free family life. As she helps you to tackle the
dilemmas every parent faces and defuse tension and
anxiety in the home, Genevieve also aims to bring a sense
of confidence, calm and balance both to you and your child.
This is a practical, down-to-earth guide – and essential
reading for every parent.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
304 pages

9781785037641
Paperback | $14.99

Biography &
Autobiography
Dec 25, 2018
Ctn Qty: 80

Grandad's Girl

Emma Louise

He told me he loved me. He told me it was normal. I wanted
to believe him.Emma’s grandad was kind and loving, so
when she was 11 and he started abusing her, she didn't
understand what was happening. He convinced her that
what he did to her was normal, and that their relationship
was special – but then manipulated her into having sex with
another man. Over the next seven years, Emma’s grandad
sold her to over two hundred men, and forced her to keep
the shameful secret. This is her true story of survival.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
240 pages

9780857502841
Paperback | $21.99

Fiction
Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Deadhouse Landing: Path to Ascendancy Book 2
PATH TO ASCENDANCY #2
Ian C Esslemont

Returning readers to the turbulent early history of
what would become the Malazan Empire, the second
chapter in Ian C. Esslemont's thrilling new epic fantasy
sequence . . . After the disappointments of Li Heng, Dancer
and Kellanved wash up on a small insignificant island
named Malaz. Immediately, of course, Kellanved plans to
take it over. To do so they join forces with a small band of
Napans who have fled a civil war on their own home island.
The plan, however, soon goes awry as Kellanved develops
a strange and dangerous fascination for a mysterious
ancient structure found on the island.The chaos in the
region extends to the metaphysical planes also as a young
priest of D'rek starts to question the rot at the heart of the
worship of the god of decay. And back in Li Heng, Dassem,
now the proclaimed Sword of Hood, finds himself being
blamed for a plague which leads him to a crisis of faith - and
searching for answers. During all this, war with the
neighbouring island of Nap threatens, recruited allies
wonder at Kellanved’s sanity, and powerful entities take
more of an interest in the little mage from Dal Hon. Dancer
faces a hard choice: should he give up on his partnership?
Especially when the fellow’s obsession with shadows and
ancient artefacts brings the both of them alarmingly close to
death and destruction.After all, who in his right mind would
actually wish to enter an Elder mystery known to everyone
as the 'Deadhouse'?

Random House Canada UK Distribution
700 pages

9781787300941
Paperback | $25.00

Fiction
Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

The Whisperer

Karin Fossum

Inspector Sejer returns in a stunning,
psychologically acute new thriller from the Queen of
Norwegian crime fiction. Ragna Riegel works in a
supermarket and still lives in her childhood home. She's
alone in the world since her only son moved to Berlin. She
longs for a Christmas or birthday card from him. Ragna lives
her life within strict self-imposed limits: she sits in the same
seat on the bus every day, on her way to her predictable
job. On her way home she always visits the same local
shop. She feels safe in her routine, until one day she
receives a letter with a threatening message scrawled in
capital letters. An unknown enemy has entered her world
and she must use all her means to defend herself. When the
worst happens, Inspector Konrad Sejer is called in to
interrogate Ragna. Is this unassuming woman out of her
depth, or is she hiding a dark secret? PRAISE FOR THE
WHISPERER: 'It is her ability to make average, often
wounded human psyches crackle and glow in all the colours
of the rainbow that is Fossum’s forte as a writer. She has
an exceptional eye for fragility and vulnerability, and the
complexity and dark humour of these states of mind.'
AFTENPOSTEN 'Hviskeren contains all of the elements
that make Fossum one of Norway’s foremost crime authors:
Deep psychological insight ... Creepy, unnerving discomfort

Random House Canada UK Distribution
288 pages

9780753545454
Hardcover | $42.95

Biography &
Autobiography

Feb 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

We Need to Weaken the Mixture

Guy Martin

'I can't stop biting off more than I can chew.
Maybe I'm wearing everything out, but I believe the body is
a fantastic thing and it will repair itself and I'll go again. If it's
running too rich, I don't stop what I'm doing, just weaken the
mixture and carry on.' Since we last heard from him, Guy
Martin has restored a 1983 Williams F1 car then raced
Jenson Button in it; helped to build a First World War tank;
ridden with Putin's favourite biker gang the Night Wolves;
competed on the classic endurance circuit; stood on top of
one of Chernobyl's nuclear reactors and taken part in his
last ever Isle of Man TT. Then there's the stuff he really
can't wait to get out of bed for: 12-hour shifts for a local
haulage firm and tatie farming in his new John Deere tractor.
Besides all this, he's saved his local pub from closure and
become a dad. But let him tell you his own stories, in his
own words: 'You're getting it from the horse's mouth. No
filter. I hope you enjoy it.'

Random House Canada UK Distribution
320 pages
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Humor
Apr 30, 2019

Ctn Qty: 1

Flywheel, Shyster and Flywheel : The Complete
Series 1-3: A recreation of the Marx Brothers# lost
shows

Nat Perrin, Arthur Sheekman, Michael Roberts

Discover a piece of radio comedy history:
a recreation of the Marx Brothers' lost shows charting
the misadventures of shady lawyer Waldorf T
Flywheel and his dim-witted assistant, Emmanuel
Ravelli. The original shows were broadcast on
America's NBC radio network in the 1930s, but the
recordings were lost soon afterwards. Luckily for
Marx Brothers fans everywhere, the scripts were
finally rediscovered in 1988, and they were adapted
and re-recorded in 1990 in front of a live studio
audience. The complete three series are now
published here for the very first time, offering a
treasure trove of delightfully crazy humour. Starring
Michael Roberts as Groucho Marx as Waldorf T
Flywheel, and Frank Lazarus as Chico Marx as
Emmanuel Ravelli. Produced by Dirk Maggs.

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781784702113
Paperback | $19.99

Fiction
Mar 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Everything Under

Daisy Johnson

**SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER
PRIZE 2018** 'Daisy Johnson is a new goddamn
swaggering monster of fiction' Lauren Groff Words are
important to Gretel, always have been. As a child, she lived
on a canal boat with her mother, and together they invented
a language that was just their own. She hasn’t seen her
mother since the age of sixteen, though – almost a lifetime
ago – and those memories have faded. Now Gretel works
as a lexicographer, updating dictionary entries, which suits
her solitary nature. A phone call from the hospital interrupts
Gretel’s isolation and throws up questions from long ago.
She begins to remember the private vocabulary of her
childhood. She remembers other things, too: the wild years
spent on the river; the strange, lonely boy who came to stay
on the boat one winter; and the creature in the water – a
canal thief? – swimming upstream, getting ever closer. In
the end there will be nothing for Gretel to do but go back.
Daisy Johnson’s debut novel turns classical myth on its
head and takes readers to a modern-day England
unfamiliar to most. As daring as it is moving, Everything
Under is a story of family and identity, of fate, language,
love and belonging that leaves you unsettled and unstrung.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
192 pages

9781910702345
Hardcover | $29.95

Fiction
Dec 13, 2018
Ctn Qty: 18

Everything Under

Daisy Johnson

**SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER
PRIZE 2018** 'Daisy Johnson is a new goddamn
swaggering monster of fiction.' Lauren Groff Words are
important to Gretel, always have been. As a child, she lived
on a canal boat with her mother, and together they invented
a language that was just their own. She hasn’t seen her
mother since the age of sixteen, though – almost a lifetime
ago – and those memories have faded. Now Gretel works
as a lexicographer, updating dictionary entries, which suits
her solitary nature. A phone call from the hospital interrupts
Gretel’s isolation and throws up questions from long ago.
She begins to remember the private vocabulary of her
childhood. She remembers other things, too: the wild years
spent on the river; the strange, lonely boy who came to stay
on the boat one winter; and the creature in the water – a
canal thief? – swimming upstream, getting ever closer. In
the end there will be nothing for Gretel to do but go back.
Daisy Johnson’s debut novel turns classical myth on its
head and takes readers to a modern-day England
unfamiliar to most. As daring as it is moving, Everything
Under is a story of family and identity, of fate, language,
love and belonging that leaves you unsettled and unstrung.

Random House Canada UK Distribution
272 pages

9780552176453
Paperback | $19.99

Fiction
May 28, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24

Good Omens (TV Tie-in)

Terry Pratchett, Neil Gaiman

According to the Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes
Nutter--the world's only totally reliable guide to the future--
the world will end on a Saturday.  Next Saturday, in
fact.  Just after tea...

Random House Canada UK Distribution

9781787331112
Hardcover | $29.95

Fiction
Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty: 12

Late in the Day

Tessa Hadley

Alexandr and Christine and Zachary and Lydia
have been close friends since they first met in their twenties.
Thirty years later Alex and Christine are spending a leisurely
summer evening at home when they receive a call from a
distraught Lydia. Zach is dead.In the wake of this profound
loss, the three friends find themselves unmoored; all agree
that Zach was the sanest and kindest of them all, the
irreplaceable one they couldn’t afford to lose. Inconsolable,
Lydia moves in with Alex and Christine. But instead of loss
bringing them closer, the three of them find over the
following months that it warps their relationships, as old
entanglements and grievances rise from the past, and love
and sorrow give way to anger and bitterness.Late in the Day
explores the tangled webs at the centre of our most intimate
relationships, to expose how beneath the seemingly
dependable arrangements we make for our lives lie infinite
alternate configurations. Ingeniously moving between past
and present and through the intricacies of her characters’
thoughts and interactions, Tessa Hadley once again shows
that she has "become one of [the] country’s great
contemporary novelists. She is equipped with an armoury of
techniques and skills that may yet secure her a position as
the greatest of them." (Anthony Quinn, The Guardian)

Random House Canada UK Distribution
288 pages
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